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A B S T R A C T

Using novel data on independent directors’ opinions in China, we investigate
the stock and labor market effects prompted by independent directors publicly
saying ‘‘no” to major board decisions. We find that the market reacts nega-
tively to modified director opinions, but positively to firms interlocked with
the directors who said ‘‘no.” We further find substantial turnover and decline
in board seats after independent directors issue modified opinions. Overall, we
identify a dilemma in China whereby the labor market does not reward vigilant
directors for standing up to firm insiders, although investors add a premium to
effective board monitoring.
� 2018 Sun Yat-sen University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This
is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecom-

mons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The reputation-related consequences of independent directors are an issue of considerable public and aca-
demic interest. Independent directors are widely believed to play an important role in corporate governance.
Fama and Jensen (1983) suggest that independent directors can make distinct contributions in aligning
managers with the interests of stockholders. The most significant incentive for independent directors to pursue
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effective board monitoring is to develop their reputations as decision experts. Although Fama and Jensen
(1983) indicate that independent directors’ reputations hold positive value, it is difficult to empirically evaluate
such reputations, as firms rarely disclose the activities of individual directors in the boardroom. Therefore,
many studies have inferred the value of independent directors’ reputations by investigating the stock or direc-
tor labor market responses in the wake of extraordinary events. For example, firms with insider-dominated
boards are more likely to confront financial distress (Gilson, 1990; Harford, 2003), report earnings restate-
ments (Srinivasan, 2005), face class-action lawsuits (Fich and Shivdasani, 2007) and announce director turn-
overs (Fahlenbrach et al., 2010; Agrawal and Chen, 2011). Most of these studies have found that on average
investors react negatively to these adverse signals of weak board monitoring and that independent directors
suffer reputational penalties if they do not vigilantly monitor top management. Although this line of research
provides insights into the ex post settling-up mechanism of directors’ labor market, it is limited in its efforts to
impute these corporate failures to poor board monitoring by independent directors (Richardson, 2005). More
importantly, in the vast majority of firms that do not face these crises, direct evidence of how independent
directors help to oversee boards remains scant.

We exploit a unique dataset of independent directors’ monitoring efforts to uncover the corresponding
effect on independent directors’ reputations and career prospects. China’s market regulator, the China Secu-
rities Regulatory Commission (CSRC), requires independent directors to publicly disclose their opinions on
important managerial decisions. Such directors are expected to say ‘‘no” in board meetings if they believe that
a board proposal is not in the interests of shareholders. Furthermore, an independent director’s opinion not
only serves as a signal to the external market regarding his/her monitoring efforts, but also may give directors
legal relief from potential lawsuits. Thus, the unique disclosure of independent directors’ monitoring activities
in the Chinese market sheds light on the ‘‘black box” of board function.

We use this context to investigate the consequences of the board disputes that arise when independent direc-
tors say ‘‘no.” First, we study whether Chinese investors value independent directors’ monitoring efforts. We
expect the market to interpret independent directors standing up to firm insiders about any detected irregu-
larities as negative news, as modified opinions disclose board disputes that may be unobservable otherwise.
Our focus is the analysis of the stock market reaction to independent directors’ opinions regarding
director-interlocked firms. Under the reputation hypothesis, the market should respond positively to firms
interlocked with directors who say ‘‘no,” given that the announcement of a modified director opinion signals
effective monitoring by the opinion-issuing directors. In contrast, the endogenous hypothesis predicts a neg-
ative market response to director-interlocked firms, as firms that share the same independent directors may
reveal problems that are similar to those of the opinion-receiving firms. Second, to examine the wealth effects
of individual independent directors, we analyze the changes in board seats for opinion-receiving firms and
other director-interlocked firms. If independent directors develop a reputation for independent monitoring
by saying ‘‘no” to controlling shareholders or top executives, then according to Fama and Jensen (1983) they
are more likely to keep their board seats in director-interlocked firms or gain more board seats after they issue
negative comments on corporate decisions.

We find that firms receiving modified director opinions sustain negative cumulative abnormal returns
(CARs), whereas interlocked firms exhibit positive returns around the announcements of modified indepen-
dent director opinions. There is also a significant turnover for independent directors who say ‘‘no” in
opinion-receiving firms subsequent to the issuance of modified independent directors’ opinions. Contrarily,
the evidence shows that these directors tend to lose more directorships. Our findings are to some extent con-
sistent with the director reputation hypothesis, which suggests that Chinese investors value effective monitor-
ing conducted by independent directors. In the long run, however, vigilant directors are not rewarded for their
reputation of effective monitoring, as Fama and Jensen (1983) suggest. One possible explanation is that Chi-
nese firms may self-select lax monitoring for easy managerial control and manipulation.

Our study is closely related to Jiang et al. (2016), who examine the association between independent direc-
tors’ propensity to issue modified opinions and their career concerns and media coverage. Our study differs
from Jiang et al. (2016) in two important ways. First, our results shed light on the dilemma that although
investors value effective board oversight, independent directors’ monitoring efforts are not rewarded by the
director labor market in China, where controlling shareholders often determine who can sit on the board. Sec-
ond, our findings help differentiate the alternative hypotheses proposed by Fich and Shivdasani (2007) by
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showing that the market may react differently in opinion-receiving firms and director-interlocked firms when
an independent director says ‘‘no.”

We contribute to the literature in several ways. First, we help disentangle the three hypotheses proposed by
Fich and Shivdasani (2007). In contrast to most previous studies of director reputation, we evaluate Chinese
independent directors’ reputations by focusing on their modified opinions of corporate decisions, a positive
signal of effective monitoring. Using this novel data, we abstract the legal liability hypothesis and conduct
a cleaner test to differentiate between director reputation and the endogenous hypotheses.

Second, we clarify the role of independent directors’ reputations in emerging markets. In a related study,
Tang et al. (2013) find that independent directors’ opinions help to mitigate the agency costs of listed Chinese
firms. Our analysis complements this finding by showing that although the stock market values effective board
oversight, vigilant directors do not receive rewards from the director labor market in China, by which control-
ling shareholders can determine who is invited to the board.

Third, our findings in the Chinese context may have implications for regulators who intend to improve the
transparency and effectiveness of board governance. As the majority of firms in emerging markets are dom-
inated by controlling shareholders, which may determine the slate of directors, the director labor market
therein may drive out independent directors who dare to stand up to firm insiders in board meetings. Without
concurrent improvement in market institutions and governance structures, such as in the procedure for nom-
inating and selecting directors, the expected effect of disclosing independent directors’ opinions can hardly be
sustained in the long run.

This paper continues as follows. Section 2 introduces the institutional background and develops the
hypotheses. Section 3 describes the sample and variables. Sections 4 and 5 provide the results. Section 6 pre-
sents the robustness checks. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Institutional background and hypothesis development

2.1. Institutional background

In response to the great expectations for the improvement of corporate governance and the mitigation of
tunneling among controlling shareholders, the independent director system was introduced in China in the
1990s. In the Guidelines for the articles of association of listed companies (CSRC, 1997), the CSRC suggests
for the first time that listed firms appoint independent directors at their discretion. Following this suggestion,
quite a few Chinese firms began to establish board positions for independent directors, particularly firms seek-
ing to list in overseas markets. However, a wave of financial scandals in the late 1990s in firms that had
appointed independent directors triggered public outcry about the effectiveness of independent monitoring
in China.1 The independent director system was criticized as being a ‘‘flower vase” in the boardroom, merely
decorative and of little use in improving corporate governance.

To rebuild market confidence in independent board monitoring, the CSRC published the Guiding opinion

on establishing an independent director system in listed companies in 2001, mandating greater transparency in
the monitoring of board and managerial decisions (CSRC, 2001). According to the 2001 opinion, by mid-
2003, all listed Chinese firms were expected to have set up an independent director system, under which a min-
imum of one third of the board directors would be independent directors. Notably, the Chinese regulator
imposes an additional disclosure requirement that differs from the board regulations in other major capital
markets. Listed Chinese firms should disclose any events or transactions that independent directors believe
may affect the interests of minority shareholders, such as the nomination, appointment and dismissal of direc-
tors and senior executives; the remuneration of directors and senior executives; material inter-corporate loans
to shareholders and other affiliated entities; and other issues stipulated in company charter provisions. In addi-
tion, the 2001 CSRC opinion classifies independent directors’ opinions into two major categories: the standard
clean opinion and the modified director opinion, comprising qualified and adverse opinions and disclaimers of
1 For example, a listed department store, Zhengzhou Baiwen (stock ID: 600898), which had appointed independent directors as early as
1995, was found guilty of numerous financial scandals in 2001. Mr. Jiahao Lu, the former independent director of Zhengzhou Baiwen,
received public censure from the CSRC and was fined RMB100,000 for his negligence in overseeing the fraudulent firm.
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opinion. If independent directors disagree on a particular corporate issue, then the firm should disclose their
views separately.

Following the 2001 CSRC opinion, the independent directors of listed Chinese firms began to publicly com-
ment on issues that were important to the firms they served. In the first couple of years, no independent direc-
tors issued negative opinions on corporate decisions. It was not until 2004 that modified independent director
opinions emerged, when the CSRC gave independent directors the additional power to oversee controlling
shareholders and senior executives. For example, according to a CSRC circular (CSRC, 2005), independent
directors have the right to employ an independent accounting firm to inspect any doubtful corporate decisions,
if all of the firm’s independent directors believe an audit is necessary.

2.2. Literature review

Independent directors’ monitoring of managers is widely considered one of the most important functions of
corporate boards in protecting shareholder interests. Fama and Jensen (1983) propose that the most direct
incentive for independent directors to make independent judgments on managerial decisions is to establish
their reputations as monitoring experts. They predict that independent directors who effectively oversee their
serving boards may be rewarded with additional board seats.

An extensive literature examines the consequences of effective monitoring and the characteristics of inde-
pendent directors. For example, more independent directors on a board is associated with stronger CEO turn-
over and performance sensitivity (Weisbach, 1988; Conyon and He, 2011), decreased negative market reaction
to announcements of tender offers for bidding firms (Byrd and Hickman, 1992) and increased positive market
reaction to announcements of poison pills (Brickley et al., 1994). Several recent studies have documented
mixed evidence on the monitoring role of independent directors. Duchin et al. (2010) and Faleye et al.
(2011) point out that too strong a presence of independent monitoring may undermine corporate performance.
Fahlenbrach et al. (2010) provide evidence that independent directors with executive expertise do not affect the
appointing firm’s operating performance, decision making or managerial compensation. Almost all of the
studies in this camp have evaluated the effectiveness of independent monitoring based on the documented
associations. Few studies have directly examined the independent monitoring efforts of independent directors,
as firms rarely disclose disputes that occur inside of the boardroom.

Another growing body of literature infers the value of independent directors by investigating observable
corporate events. Srinivasan (2005) finds that independent directors, particularly those serving on audit com-
mittees, are more likely to leave the firms that restate their earnings and subsequently lose their board seats at
other firms. Fich and Shivdasani (2007) examine the market reaction to the announcement of lawsuits and
director turnover in firms interlocked with fraud-tainted independent directors. They find a negative abnormal
stock return associated with fraud announcements in director-interlocked firms. Moreover, independent direc-
tors generally retain their board seats in sued firms, but lose significant directorships in interlocking firms.
Both studies explain the decline of directorships for fraud-affiliated independent directors as reputational
penalties. However, independent directors may be innocent in the context of financial fraud, as they may
uncover the fraud and hence should not be held accountable (Richardson, 2005), or they may be unaware
of the fraud due to limited information from management (Fich and Shivdasani, 2007). More importantly,
although the evidence reported in these two studies is consistent with the reputation hypothesis, Fich and
Shivdasani (2007) also point out that it is difficult to exclude two other distinct, but not mutually exclusive,
explanations for the negative market reaction and decline in directorships. The endogenous hypothesis pre-
dicts that firms with similar board structures and operating environments tend to appoint independent direc-
tors with similar attributes. A lawsuit announcement signals that director-interlocked firms are susceptible to
similar financial fraud and independent directors may voluntarily reduce their other directorships to focus
their monitoring efforts on the sued firms. The other is the litigation hypothesis, under which the market is
concerned that fraud-tainted independent directors may not be able to devote enough time and effort to mon-
itoring director-interlocked firms. As a result, independent directors choose to hold fewer board seats to
reduce the potential litigation risk.
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2.3. Hypothesis development

The director opinion data from the Chinese stock market provide a good opportunity to conduct cleaner
tests on the monitoring and reputational roles of independent directors. Following Tang et al. (2013), we
measure independent board monitoring as the issuance of modified director opinions. Of the three hypothe-
ses proposed by Fich and Shivdasani (2007), the litigation hypothesis is of less concern in our study.
According to Article 113 of China’s Company Law, directors who participate in adopting a board resolu-
tion are held liable for any violation of law or regulation resulting from the resolution. ‘‘However, if a direc-
tor is proven to have expressed his objection to the vote on such resolution and his objection was recorded
in the minutes, then the director may be exempted from liability” (Standing Committee of National People’s
Congress, 2005). Anecdotal evidence also suggests that an independent director may be exempted from the
CSRC’s enforcement action if he/she has said ‘‘no” to a board resolution that violates law or market reg-
ulation and causes losses to the firm.2 As litigation risk is low for independent directors who say ‘‘no” in
board meetings, we only consider the testable implications of the other two competing hypotheses (reputa-
tion and endogenous) concerning the role of independent directors, as presented by Fich and Shivdasani
(2007).

To distinguish between the reputation and endogenous hypotheses, we first examine the market reaction
associated with directors’ opinion announcements in director-interlocked firms. If Chinese investors value
independent directors’ active monitoring efforts, then the reputation hypothesis predicts that the market will
react positively to the issuance of modified director opinions for firms interlocked with the independent direc-
tors who say ‘‘no” in board meetings. Under the endogenous monitoring hypothesis, firms with similar firm
and governance characteristics tend to select independent directors with similar attributes. If a modified direc-
tor opinion serves as a signal of board disputes to the market, investors may suspect that the director-
interlocked firm has problems similar to those of the opinion receivers. Therefore, the endogenous hypothesis
predicts a negative market reaction associated with the announcement of modified director opinions in
director-interlocked firms.

Second, we investigate the changes in independent directors’ board seats in interlocking firms. Fama and
Jensen (1983) point out that the most direct incentive for independent directors is to establish good labor mar-
ket reputations. Those who perform effective board monitoring are likely to be rewarded with additional
board seats, whereas those who perform poorly will suffer board seat losses. Srinivasan (2005) and Fich
and Shivdasani (2007) find evidence consistent with the prediction of reputational loss for fraud-tainted inde-
pendent directors. We believe an independent director can establish a good reputation for independent mon-
itoring by issuing a modified director opinion. Thus, we predict that the possibility of losing directorships at
other firms is negatively associated with independent directors’ issuance of modified opinions. In contrast, the
endogenous hypothesis argues that independent directors may voluntarily cut their board seats to reduce their
workloads or to protect their reputations when they anticipate or detect adverse events (Yermack, 2004; Fich
and Shivdasani, 2007; Fahlenbrach et al., 2010). In this context, we predict a decline in independent director-
ships following announcements of modified director opinions.

We also examine whether independent directors can retain their board seats in the firms they serve if they
say ‘‘no” in board meetings. Shivdasani and Yermack (1999) argue that CEOs may prefer lax monitoring and
thus consider poor monitors as attractive candidates for their boards. Alternatively, directors may voluntarily
leave poorly performing firms at a high rate to reduce the damage to their reputations, limit legal liability or
avoid the higher workload that boards usually undertake when performance decreases (Vafeas, 1999). Based
on these two arguments, we predict that independent directors are more likely to lose board seats in the firms
they serve if they issue modified director opinions.
2 In the notorious financial fraud case of Xinjiang Tunhe (stock ID: 600073), the firm’s two independent directors, Mr. Houwen Du and
Mr. Jie Wei, resigned from their board seats in June 2004. The board directors and top executives were later punished by the CSRC for the
firm’s false statement in its 2003 annual report, with the exception of Mr. Du, who was proven to have said ‘‘no” in previous board
meetings in April 2004 (Li, 2004).
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3. Data and sample description

3.1. Data sources

The data for this study come from the China Stock Market Accounting Research (CSMAR) database. The
initial sample covers all 23,805 independent director opinions announced between January 2005 and Decem-
ber 2010, inclusive. First, we exclude the following observations: (a) opinions not coded by the database
(CSMAR item c05002b = .); (b) opinions coded as ‘‘other type” (CSMAR item c05002b = 7), as they cannot
be directly classified as either clean or modified; (c) opinions on Chinese companies’ ‘‘share trading reform”

(CSMAR item c04002b = 12), as this is not a normal operating business decision; and (d) repetitive observa-
tions. We obtain 18,634 independent director opinions after the first screening procedure. Second, we manu-
ally identify 70 additional modified independent director opinions from the original independent director
announcements classified by the CSMAR database either as missing (adding 55 cases) or obscurely as ‘‘other
type” (adding 15 cases). Third, we require each observation to have the necessary CSMAR data on market
capitalization, the independent directors’ bio data, financial statements, corporate governance variables and
necessary daily price data to compute CARs. To be consistent with the literature, we also exclude firms oper-
ating in the finance industry. Overall, 10,142 independent director opinions meet the selection criteria, of
which 138 are modified director opinions. The sample includes 1429 distinct firms receiving independent direc-
tor opinions and 1298 distinct director-interlocked firms.

3.2. Sample description

Table 1 presents the sample’s descriptive statistics. Panel A shows the yearly distribution of independent
director opinions and the firms that receive them. From 2005 to 2010, 138 modified director opinions were
issued, accounting for 1.36% of the total director opinions. The number of modified director opinions range
from a low of 2 in 2008 and 2009 to a high of 67 in 2006. During the sample period, on average, 2.66% firms
received modified independent director opinions.

Panel B of Table 1 presents the breakdown of modified independent director opinions by corporate issues.
We group the 11 types of business decisions coded by the CSMAR database into three major types: (1) opin-
ions on personnel and compensation issues, (2) opinions on financial reporting and auditing issues and (3)
opinions on major operating issues other than personnel, compensation, financial reporting and auditing
issues, such as related-party transactions, guaranteed loans and mergers and acquisitions. Note that an inde-
pendent director’s opinion may involve multiple corporate events. The most frequent single event discussed in
modified director opinions is guaranteed loans. Financial reports, related-party transactions and personnel
issues are other events frequently discussed by independent directors. Of the 145 events disclosed in the mod-
ified director opinions, 18 involved personnel and compensation issues, 28 involved financial reporting and
auditing issues and 99 involved other major operating decisions.

We also examine the degree of severity of independent director opinions in Panel C of Table 1. The majority
of director opinions are standard and account for 98.62% of the total opinions. Abstention, adverse and dis-
agreement opinions are the top three modified opinions in the sample period, accounting for 0.45%, 0.35% and
0.27% of the total number of director opinions, respectively.

4. Market reactions to modified independent director opinions

In this section, we examine whether Chinese investors value independent director opinions after controlling
for opinion characteristics, corporate governance factors, financial statement variables and a set of director
characteristics.

4.1. Variable descriptions

We use CAR_EVNTFIRM to measure the 3-day CARs around the dates of independent director opinions
in opinion-receiving firms. The market model is used to measure the daily abnormal returns:



Table 1
Sample of independent director opinions.

Panel A: Yearly distribution

Year No. of director opinions No. of firms receiving director opinions

Clean Modified Total % of modified Clean Modified Total % of modified

2005 1956 48 2004 2.40% 854 47 901 5.22%
2006 1545 67 1612 4.16% 807 54 861 6.27%
2007 1638 13 1651 0.79% 793 13 806 1.61%
2008 1736 2 1738 0.12% 641 2 643 0.31%
2009 1750 2 1752 0.11% 648 2 650 0.31%
2010 1379 6 1385 0.43% 786 6 792 0.76%

Total 10,004 138 10,142 1.36% 4529 124 4653 2.66%

Panel B: Events related to modified independent director opinions

Category of events CSMAR code Frequency

Clean Modified Total

Personnel and compensation Personnel (1) 2661 15 2992
Compensation (2) 313 3

Financial reporting and auditing Financial reports (3) 594 24 767
Auditing (7) 145 4

Operating issues Related-party transactions (4) 4907 22 7999
Guaranteed loans (5) 1290 35
Merger and acquisitions (6) 207 12
Changes in ownership (8) 498 9
Financing (9) 421 0
Disposal of assets (10) 85 4
Miscellaneous events (11) 492 17

Total 11,613 145 11,758

Panel C: Category of independent director opinions

Category of opinions CSMAR code Frequency Share of total

Clean Unqualified opinion 1 10,002 98.62%

Modified Qualified opinion 2 22 0.22%
Adverse opinion 3 35 0.35%
Disclaimer of opinion 4 10 0.10%
Abstention 5 46 0.45%
Disagreement 6 27 0.27%

Total 10,142 100.00%

This table presents the summary statistics for independent director opinions from 2005 to 2010.
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ARit ¼ Rit � ðâi þ b̂iRmtÞ, where Rmt is proxied by the CSMAR value-weighted return. The model is estimated
over a period of 256 to 7 days before the opinion announcement date, requiring a minimum estimation period

of 120 days. Market reaction is defined as CAR ¼ PT
t ARit. Alternatively, we use CAR_LOCKEDFIRM to

measure the market reaction in director-interlocked firms to modified independent director opinions.
In Panel A of Table 2, we report the results for the full sample. Consistent with Tang et al. (2013), we find

that the market reacts negatively when firms announce receiving modified director opinions. The 3-day CARs
are systematically negative and significantly different from zero. The mean (median) of the CAR is �1.04%
(�0.97%), suggesting that the firms suffer additional value decline due to the information released in modified
director opinions. Both the t-statistics for the mean differences and the z-statistics from the Wilcoxon tests
indicate that firms receiving modified director opinions exhibit significantly negative stock returns compared
with firms reporting clean director opinions.

Panel A also presents the market reaction results for director-interlocked firms. As predicted by the repu-
tation hypothesis, the firms that are interlocked with independent directors who issue modified reports expe-



Table 2
Univariate analysis of the cumulative abnormal returns around directors’ opinion announcement dates.

Panel A: Full sample

Sample Modified
opinion

No. Mean Cross-
sect. t

Patell t Median Sign rank
test

% positive

Opinion-receiving firms 0 10,004 0.14% 2.49** 5.16*** �0.22% �3.86*** 48.07%
1 138 �1.04% �2.15** �2.67** �0.97% �2.38** 39.86%

Diff (1–0) �1.18% �0.75%
(�2.45**) (�2.31**)

Director-interlocked firms 0 22,008 �0.08% �2.41 �1.28 �0.33% �11.11 46.26%
1 224 0.31% 0.94 1.05 0.26% 0.94 53.13%

Diff (1–0) 0.39% 0.60%
(1.18) (1.47)

Panel B: Earnings announcement around the independent director opinion announcement dates

Director opinion Opinion-receiving firms Director inter-locked firms
Any earnings announcement news? Any earnings announcement news?

NO YES Total NO YES Total

0 5462 4542 10,004 20,317 1691 22,008
54.60% 45.40% 100.00% 92.32% 7.68% 100.00%

1 64 74 138 198 26 224
46.38% 53.62% 100.00% 88.39% 11.61% 100.00%

Total 5526 4616 10,142 20,515 1717 22,232
54.49% 45.51% 100.00% 92.28% 7.72%

Panel A presents the summary statistics for the market reaction to independent director opinions from 2005 to 2010. The CAR variables
are defined in Appendix A. The t-statistics and Wilcoxon-Z statistics of the mean and median differences are reported in parentheses. ***
and ** denote significance at the 1% and 5% levels, respectively.
Panel B presents the contingency table that displays independent director opinions and earnings announcements. We define earnings
announcement news if the firm also announces earnings in the 3-day (�1 to +1) window of the independent director’s opinion
announcement.
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rience positive market reactions. The mean and median of the 3-day CARs for interlocking firms are 0.31%
and 0.26%, respectively, and the mean and median CARs for firms that are interlocked with independent
directors who issue clean opinions are significantly negative. Panel A also shows that although the average
CARs are positive, 46.87% of firms that are interlocked with directors who issue modified opinions experience
negative stock returns.

We then condition the CAR analysis on possible confounding earnings announcement effects. We define a
concurrent earnings announcement event if it is announced within the same (�1, +1) window as an indepen-
dent director’s opinion announcement. Panel B of Table 2 shows that 45.51% of directors’ opinions are accom-
panied by a quarterly, interim or annual earnings announcement. Only 7.72% of director-interlocked firms
publish their own earnings within the 3-day period surrounding interlocking directors’ opinion announce-
ments. In the following section, we test whether these confounding earnings announcements affect the market
reaction to independent director opinions.

We perform the empirical analysis by partitioning the full sample into opinion-receiving and director-
interlocked firms. Specifically, we use the indicator variable MDO_EVNTFIRM to differentiate between firms
that receive modified independent director opinions and those that receive clean independent director opin-
ions. Similarly, in the subsample of interlocking firms, we use MDO_LOCKEDFIRM to identify firms that
are interlocked with directors who issue modified independent director opinions.

We control for the following variables in the analyses of market returns. First, following Bai et al. (2004),
Larcker et al. (2007) and Dey (2008), who document agency conflicts between controlling shareholders and
minority shareholders, we examine four individual governance variables to construct a governance index
and to capture the agency costs of controlling shareholders: (1) BLOCK, set to 1 if the percentage of owner-
ship held by the largest shareholder is higher than the median and 0 otherwise; (2) CONTROL DISPERSION,
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set to 1 if the control rights is greater than the cash flow rights and 0 otherwise; (3) LESSINSTIHLD, set to 1
if the percentage of ownership held by institutional investors is less than the median and 0 otherwise; and (4)
DUALITY, set to 1 if the firm’s chairman also holds the CEO position and 0 otherwise. The CGINDEX is the
sum of these four indicator variables, ranging from 0 to 4. A higher CGINDEX suggests more severe
entrenchment among controlling shareholders.

A set of control variables related to the determinants of issuing independent director opinions identified by
Tang et al. (2013) are also included in the regression of market reactions. As the market reacts differently to
independent director opinions on different corporate decisions (Tang et al., 2013), we use three indicator vari-
ables to identity whether the event is related to personnel, financial or operating decisions (ISSUE_PERSON-
NEL, ISSUE_FINANCIAL or ISSUE_OPERATING, respectively). We use firm size (FIRMSIZE) and
market-to-book ratio (M/B) to capture the expected stock return (Fama and French, 1992) and return on
assets (ROA) to control sample firms’ operating performance. To control financial risk, we include indicator
variables, namely ST to identify the firms that are accorded by the CSRC as receiving ‘‘special treatment”
(Jiang and Wang, 2008) and MAO to identify firms that receive modified audit opinions. The percentage
of board members who are independent directors (%INDBOARD) and have chairman and CEO duality
(DUALITY) are also included following Fama and Jensen (1983), Brickley et al. (1994) and Hermalin and
Weisbach (2003). As institutional investors can alleviate agency costs (Bushee, 1998; Chung et al., 2002;
Cornett et al., 2007; Yuan et al., 2008; Yao et al., 2010), we include institutional shareholdings (INSTIHLD).
We also consider firm-level director information in the regression analysis, such as the presence of female inde-
pendent directors on the board (IFFEMALE) and the average age, tenure, director compensation and board
seats of independent directors (MAGE, MTENURE, MPAY and MDIRECTORSHIPS, respectively). We
control for factors such as whether any opinion-issuing independent directors sit in the compensation or audit
committees (IFCOMPCOMM and IFAUDCOMM, respectively) or have financial or executive expertise
(IFFINEXPT and IFEXEEXPT, respectively; e.g., DeFond et al., 2005; Larcker et al., 2007; Adams and
Ferreira, 2009; Gul et al., 2011; Srinidhi et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2012). In the subsample of director-
interlocked firms, we add additional variables to the regression of market reactions. Following Fich and
Shivdasani (2007), we control for whether interlocked firms are in the same industry (SAMEINDUSTYR)
and whether an opinion-receiving firm receives a modified audit opinion (MAO_EVNTFIRM).

To control for the confounding effects of concurrent earnings announcements, we also construct two vari-
ables, EARNNEWS and EARNSUR, to measure whether there is an earnings release near the director’s opin-
ion announcement and the magnitude of the earnings surprise. We summarize each of our variable definitions
in Appendix A.

4.2. Market reaction for opinion-receiving firms

To ensure that the market reaction to the independent director opinions documented in Table 2 is not
biased due to correlated omitted variables, we estimate the following pooled cross-sectional regression using
the opinion-receiving sample as follows
CAR EVNTFIRMi ¼ a0 þ a1MDO EVNTFIRMi þ a2CGINDEX i þ a3MDO EVNTFIRM � CGINDEX i

þ a4FIRM SIZEi þ a5M=Bi þ a6ROAi þ a7ST i þ a8MAOi þ a9EARNNEWSi

þ a10EARNSURP i þ a11BOARD SIZEi þ a12%INDBOARDi þ a13DUALITY i

þ a14INSTIHLDi þ a15FIRM AGEi þ a16IFFEMALEi þ a17MAGEi þ a18MTENUREi

þ a19MPAY i þ a20MDIRECTORSHIPSi þ a21IFCOMPCOMMi þ a22IFAUDCOMMi

þ a23IFFINEXPT i þ a24IFEXEEXPT i þ
XJ

J¼1

YEARþ
XK

K¼1

PROPOSALþ ei
where all of the variables are defined in Appendix A. Following Jiang et al. (2016), we include proposal-fixed
effects to control for the endogeneity that may arise from possibly omitted explanatory variables.
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Table 3 outlines the descriptive statistics of control variables for exploiting market reaction to independent
directors’ opinions. Panel A of Table 3 shows several significant mean differences in control variables between
firms receiving clean director opinions and those receiving modified opinions. Notable differences are that the
firms receiving modified opinions display, on average, poorer accounting performance, less institutional share-
holdings, smaller firm size and greater likelihood of receiving modified audit opinions. Furthermore, com-
pared with firms receiving clean director opinions, firms with directors who say ‘‘no” to controlling
shareholders or managers are more likely to appoint independent directors who are younger, have more exec-
utive expertise and are more likely to sit in audit committees. In terms of median differences, the results are
similar.

Panel A of Table 4 presents the multivariate analysis of abnormal returns using the sample of opinion-
receiving firms. Consistent with Tang et al. (2013), the regression in Column (1) indicates that, as expected,
there is a significantly negative association between MDO_EVNTFIRM and the abnormal return around
directors’ opinion announcements. Columns (2) to (4) of Panel A present the regression results based on
the subsamples of different opinion affairs. Column (4) shows that the estimated coefficient of MDO_EVNT-
FIRM is significantly negative when independent directors say ‘‘no” on operating issues. Although the coef-
ficients of MDO_EVNTFIRM are not statistically significant on personnel issues in Column (2) and financial
issues in Column (3), the sign of the coefficients is negative and consistent with the prediction. As for the con-
trol variables, EARN NEWS and INSTIHLD have significant effects on the abnormal returns when indepen-
dent directors issue opinions.

4.3. Market reaction for director-interlocked firms

In this section, we conduct similar tests to those described in the previous section for firms interlocked with
directors who issue opinions:
CAR LOCKEDFIRMi ¼ b0 þ b1MDO LOCKEDFIRMi þ b2CGINDEX i þ b3MDO LOCKEDFIRM

� CGINDEX i þ b4CAR EVNTFIRMi þ b5FIRM SIZEi þ b6M=Bi þ b7ROAi þ b8ST i

þ b9MAOi þ b10EARNNEWSi þ b11EARNSURP i þ b12BOARD SIZEi

þ b13%INDBOARDi þ b14FIRM AGEi þ b15INSTIHLDi þ b16SAMEINDUSTRY i

þ b17IFFEMALEi þ b18MAGEi þ b19MTENUREi þ b20MPAY i

þ b21MDIRECTORSHIPSi þ b22COMPCOMM EVNTFIRMi

þ b23AUDCOMM EVNTFIRMi þ b24IFCOMPCOMMi þ b25IFAUDCOMMi

þ b26IFFINEXPT i þ b27IFEXEEXPT i þ
XJ

J¼1

YEAR þ
XK

K¼1

PROPOSALþ ei
where all of the variable are defined in Appendix A. Proposal-fixed effects are included to control for the endo-
geneity that may arise from possibly omitted explanatory variables.

Panel B of Table 3 reveals a number of differences between firms interlocked with directors issuing clean
reports and those interlocked with directors issuing modified reports. Firms interlocked with directors issuing
modified director opinions are more likely to report poorer accounting performance, be smaller and have
fewer independent directors or less institutional shareholding. Moreover, firms interlocked with directors
who say ‘‘no” tend to appoint independent directors with shorter tenure, lower pay, more executive expertise
and less experience in compensation and audit committees in their interlocking firms. The median differences
are similar.

Panel B of Table 4 presents the regression results for CARs using the interlocking firms, which reveal a sig-
nificantly positive association between CARs and the variable of interest, MDO_LOCKEDFIRM, which is
set to 1 if the firm is interlocked with an independent director who issues a modified opinion and 0 otherwise.
The coefficient of MDO_LOCKEDFIRM is 0.015 in Column (1), which means that the firm value increases by
1.5% if the firm interlocks with MDO independent directors. The result supports the prediction of the repu-



Table 3
Descriptive statistics of the variables in the cumulative abnormal return analysis.

Panel A: Opinion-receiving firms

Firms receiving clean
director opinions

(n = 10,004)

Firms receiving
modified director
opinions (n = 138)

T-stat for tests of
mean differences

Z-stat from Wilcoxon
two-sample test

Variables Mean Median Mean Median

Event characteristics

ISSUE_PERSONNEL 0.297 0.000 0.167 0.000 3.330*** 3.329***

ISSUE_FINANCIAL 0.073 0.000 0.239 0.000 �7.333*** �7.314***

ISSUE_OPERATING 0.789 1.000 0.775 1.000 0.386 0.386

Firm characteristics

CGINDEX 1.614 2.000 1.703 2.000 �1.148 �1.128
FIRM SIZE 21.556 21.467 21.201 21.045 3.853*** 4.042***

M/B 3.273 2.338 2.571 1.770 2.818*** 3.313***

ROA 0.041 0.039 �0.037 0.007 14.046*** 10.197***

ST 0.020 0.000 0.123 0.000 �8.376*** �8.347***

MAO 0.035 0.000 0.225 0.000 �11.609*** �11.533***

EARN NEWS 0.454 0.000 0.536 1.000 �1.926* �1.926*

EARN SURP 0.032 0.017 �0.131 �0.030 5.637*** 6.410***

INSTIHLD 5.424 1.571 1.845 0.034 5.030*** 9.161***

FIRMAGE 7.637 8.000 8.710 9.000 �2.945*** �3.002***

Board characteristics

BOARD SIZE 2.225 2.197 2.257 2.197 �1.750* �1.961*

%INDBOARD 0.355 0.333 0.346 0.333 2.139** 1.278
DUALITY 0.140 0.000 0.116 0.000 0.814 0.814

Director characteristics

IFFEMALE 0.351 0.000 0.362 0.000 �0.278 �0.278
MAGE 51.387 51.000 48.607 48.583 4.925*** 4.920***

MTENURE 3.290 3.000 2.910 3.000 3.487*** 3.293***

MPAY (RMB1000) 44.853 40.000 43.764 40.000 0.490 0.279
LOG MPAY 10.592 10.597 10.589 10.597 0.067 0.279
MDIRECTORSHIPS 1.721 1.667 1.720 1.583 0.006 0.573
IFCOMPCOMM 0.272 0.000 0.225 0.000 1.245 1.245
IFAUDCOMM 0.270 0.000 0.203 0.000 1.777* 1.777*

IFFINEXPT 0.851 1.000 0.804 1.000 1.543 1.543
IFEXEEXPT 0.508 1.000 0.674 1.000 �3.868*** �3.865***

Panel B: Director-interlocked firms

Variables Firms interlocked
with directors
issuing clean

director opinions
(n = 22,008)

Firms interlocked
with directors issuing
modified director
opinions (n = 224)

T-stat for tests of
mean differences

Z-stat from Wilcoxon
two-sample test

Mean Median Mean Median

Event characteristics

ISSUE_PERSONNEL 0.301 0.000 0.196 0.000 3.398*** 3.398***

ISSUE_FINANCIAL 0.072 0.000 0.295 0.000 �12.627*** �12.582***

ISSUE_OPERATING 0.788 1.000 0.710 1.000 2.826*** 2.825***

CAR_EVNTFIRM 0.001 �0.003 �0.010 �0.007 2.926*** 2.761***

Firm characteristics

CGINDEX 1.521 1.000 1.580 2.000 �0.998 �1.211
FIRM SIZE 21.791 21.674 21.410 21.350 4.963*** 4.608***

M/B 3.172 2.277 2.428 1.692 3.840*** 6.289***

ROA 0.041 0.038 0.021 0.026 4.929*** 4.952***

ST 0.020 0.000 0.045 0.000 �2.531** �2.531**

(continued on next page)
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Table 3 (continued)

Panel B: Director-interlocked firms

Variables Firms interlocked
with directors
issuing clean

director opinions
(n = 22,008)

Firms interlocked
with directors issuing
modified director
opinions (n = 224)

T-stat for tests of
mean differences

Z-stat from Wilcoxon
two-sample test

Mean Median Mean Median

MAO 0.033 0.000 0.049 0.000 �1.374 �1.373
EARN NEWS 0.077 0.000 0.116 0.000 �2.189** �2.189**

EARN SURP 0.027 0.014 �0.007 0.004 1.607 2.910***

INSTIHLD 6.264 1.935 2.754 0.037 5.536*** 7.445***

FIRMAGE 8.498 9.000 8.049 8.000 1.626 1.640
SAME INDUSTRY 0.158 0.000 0.094 0.000 2.626*** 2.625***

Board characteristics

BOARD SIZE 2.259 2.197 2.269 2.197 �0.744 �0.866
%INDBOARD 0.357 0.333 0.348 0.333 2.606*** 2.549**

DUALITY 0.108 0.000 0.094 0.000 0.705 0.705

Director characteristics

IFFEMALE 0.309 0.000 0.295 0.000 0.459 0.459
MAGE 51.789 51.333 49.852 49.000 4.636*** 4.875***

MTENURE 3.409 3.250 3.025 3.000 4.397*** 4.286***

MPAY 10.686 10.779 10.569 10.597 3.792*** 4.060***

MDIRECTORSHIPS 2.232 2.200 2.218 2.000 0.297 0.363
IFCOMPCOMM 0.288 0.000 0.259 0.000 0.954 0.954
IFAUDCOMM 0.290 0.000 0.223 0.000 2.194** 2.194**

COMPCOMM_EVNTFIRM 0.284 0.000 0.196 0.000 2.882*** 2.882***

AUDCOMM_EVNTFIRM 0.284 0.000 0.188 0.000 3.196*** 3.195***

IFFINEXPT 0.848 1.000 0.857 1.000 �0.395 �0.395
IFEXEEXPT 0.477 0.000 0.549 1.000 �2.139** �2.138**

Panel A shows the summary statistics for the variables used in the abnormal return analysis based on the opinion-receiving firms. Panel B
shows the summary statistics for the sample of director-interlocked firms. ***, ** and * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels,
respectively. All of the variables are defined in Appendix A.
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tation hypothesis. The coefficient of the interaction term between MDO_LOCKEDFIRM and CGINDEX is
negative and significant at the 10% level, suggesting that the market reaction to modified opinion in inter-
locked firms tends to be less positive when the firms are heavily influenced by controlling shareholders. The
coefficients of several control variables are also significant. For example, consistent with Fama and French
(1992), the market-to-book ratio (M/B) is significantly negative. The coefficients of the abnormal return of
opinion-receiving firms are significantly positive, which reveals stock synchronization between event firms
and interlocking firms. Moreover, when we divide the sample into three parts according to the opinion affairs,
the regression results are shown in Columns (2) to (4). We find that the coefficients of MDO_LOCKEDFIRM
are almost similar to those in Column (1), although the coefficients lose their statistical significance in Col-
umns (2) and (4).
5. Board seats and modified independent director opinions

In this section, we examine whether modified independent director opinions affect their board positions.
5.1. Variable description

We use the indicator variable RETAIN_EVNTFIRM (RETAIN_LOCKEDFIRM) to measure director
turnover in opinion-receiving firms (director-interlocked firms) and set it to 1 if a director appears in the



Table 4
Multivariate analysis of cumulative abnormal returns.

Panel A: Analysis of cumulative abnormal returns for firms receiving independent director opinions

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4)
CAR_EVNTFIRM CAR_EVNTFIRM CAR_EVNTFIRM CAR_EVNTFIRM

CONSTANT �0.022 �0.003 �0.022 �0.012
(�1.341) (�0.088) (�0.239) (�0.601)

MDO_EVNTFIRM �0.020* �0.068 �0.004 �0.024*

(�1.915) (�1.492) (�0.149) (�1.826)
CGINDEX 0.001 0.001 0.007 0.000

(1.059) (0.336) (1.578) (0.529)
MDO_EVNTFIRM � CGINDEX 0.006 0.038 �0.013 0.007

(1.074) (1.416) (�0.823) (0.918)
FIRM SIZE 0.000 �0.002 �0.001 �0.000

(0.344) (�1.213) (�0.173) (�0.259)
M/B �0.000 �0.001 �0.002* �0.000

(�1.269) (�1.277) (�1.674) (�1.248)
ROA 0.008 �0.020 0.013 0.008

(0.725) (�0.861) (0.189) (0.557)
ST �0.006 0.003 �0.013 �0.006

(�1.360) (0.215) (�0.663) (�1.021)
MAO �0.005 �0.005 �0.007 �0.003

(�1.172) (�0.767) (�0.599) (�0.643)
EARN NEWS �0.008*** �0.009** �0.022* �0.009***

(�4.182) (�2.201) (�1.711) (�3.866)
EARN SURP �0.001 �0.003 �0.012 0.000

(�0.280) (�0.523) (�1.075) (0.039)
BOARD SIZE �0.001 0.001 0.009 �0.002

(�0.202) (0.195) (0.536) (�0.437)
%INDBOARD 0.013 0.046 0.002 0.010

(1.004) (1.616) (0.023) (0.617)
DUALITY �0.002 0.001 �0.007 �0.002

(�0.978) (0.132) (�0.727) (�0.766)
INSTIHLD 0.000*** 0.001*** 0.001* 0.000*

(2.587) (2.664) (1.707) (1.910)
FIRM AGE 0.000 �0.000 0.001 0.000

(0.142) (�0.735) (1.130) (1.221)
IFFEMALE �0.000 0.001 �0.005 �0.000

(�0.001) (0.297) (�0.885) (�0.104)
MAGE 0.000 0.000 0.000 �0.000

(0.089) (0.923) (0.037) (�0.451)
MTENURE 0.000 0.001 0.003 0.000

(0.427) (1.126) (1.128) (0.593)
MPAY 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002

(1.007) (0.379) (0.232) (1.070)
MDIRECTORSHIPS 0.000 �0.000 �0.004 0.000

(0.051) (�0.078) (�0.796) (0.220)
IFCOMPCOMM �0.001 0.001 �0.016 �0.001

(�0.421) (0.161) (�0.928) (�0.357)
IFAUDCOMM 0.002 �0.005 0.004 0.003

(0.744) (�0.869) (0.236) (0.714)
IFFINEXPT 0.002 0.002 �0.000 0.004**

(1.241) (0.576) (�0.024) (2.000)
IFEXEEXPT 0.002 0.001 �0.002 0.001

(1.318) (0.348) (�0.299) (0.906)
YEAR DUMMY Yes Yes Yes Yes
PROPOSAL FIXED EFFECTS Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 10,142 2992 767 7999
Adj. R2 0.076 0.063 0.102 0.079

(continued on next page)
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Table 4 (continued)

Panel B: Analysis of cumulative abnormal returns for director-interlocked firms

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4)
CAR_LOCKEDFIRM CAR_LOCKEDFIRM CAR_LOCKEDFIRM CAR_LOCKEDFIRM

CONSTANT 0.009 �0.030 �0.036 0.011
(0.845) (�1.622) (�0.837) (0.953)

MDO_LOCKEDFIRM 0.015** 0.016 0.029* 0.003
(1.974) (0.928) (1.697) (0.338)

CGINDEX 0.001* 0.002** 0.002 0.000
(1.763) (2.208) (1.213) (0.995)

MDO_LOCKEDFIRM �
CGINDEX

�0.008* �0.007 �0.018** �0.004

(�1.752) (�0.642) (�2.289) (�0.736)
CAR_EVNTFIRM 0.024*** 0.007 �0.023 0.023***

(3.417) (0.484) (�0.748) (2.925)
FIRM SIZE �0.001** 0.000 �0.001 �0.001***

(�2.133) (0.372) (�0.569) (�2.649)
M/B �0.001*** �0.000 �0.001** �0.001***

(�3.474) (�0.390) (�1.970) (�3.518)
ROA 0.001 0.013 �0.017 0.003

(0.104) (0.959) (�0.599) (0.351)
ST �0.002 0.000 �0.018* �0.002

(�0.674) (0.056) (�1.879) (�0.572)
MAO �0.001 �0.002 0.006 0.000

(�0.579) (�0.413) (0.768) (0.139)
EARN NEWS �0.002* �0.003 �0.002 �0.002

(�1.674) (�1.076) (�0.579) (�1.045)
EARN SURP �0.001 �0.003 �0.000 �0.002

(�1.097) (�1.242) (�0.090) (�1.333)
BOARD SIZE �0.002 0.001 �0.011 �0.003

(�1.046) (0.249) (�1.544) (�1.318)
%INDBOARD �0.010 0.001 0.002 �0.006

(�1.420) (0.083) (0.064) (�0.784)
FIRM AGE 0.000 �0.000 0.001*** 0.000

(0.819) (�0.304) (2.831) (0.694)
INSTIHLD �0.000 �0.000** �0.000 �0.000

(�1.309) (�2.090) (�0.169) (�0.810)
SAME INDUSTRY �0.000 �0.001 0.000 �0.001

(�0.372) (�0.716) (0.073) (�0.496)
IFFEMALE 0.000 0.001 �0.003 0.000

(0.426) (0.722) (�1.122) (0.437)
MAGE 0.000 0.000 �0.000 0.000

(1.138) (0.459) (�0.882) (0.129)
MTENURE �0.000 0.001* �0.000 �0.000

(�0.917) (1.788) (�0.231) (�1.195)
MPAY 0.001 0.001 0.008** 0.002**

(1.518) (0.744) (2.340) (2.317)
MDIRECTORSHIPS �0.001 0.000 �0.002 �0.001

(�1.125) (0.268) (�1.037) (�1.306)
COMPCOMM_EVNTFIRM 0.001 0.001 0.010 0.003

(0.583) (0.207) (0.897) (1.302)
AUDCOMM_EVNTFIRM �0.002 �0.001 �0.012 �0.004*

(�1.134) (�0.311) (�1.124) (�1.912)
IFCOMPCOMM �0.002 �0.004 �0.011 �0.002

(�1.249) (�1.066) (�1.513) (�1.188)
IFAUDCOMM 0.002 0.003 0.015** 0.002

(1.119) (0.975) (2.001) (1.370)
IFFINEXPT 0.001 0.002 0.009** 0.001

(1.328) (0.897) (2.393) (1.380)
(continued on next page)
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Table 4 (continued)

Panel B: Analysis of cumulative abnormal returns for director-interlocked firms

VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4)
CAR_LOCKEDFIRM CAR_LOCKEDFIRM CAR_LOCKEDFIRM CAR_LOCKEDFIRM

IFEXEEXPT 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000
(1.223) (0.073) (0.295) (0.620)

YEAR DUMMY Yes Yes Yes Yes
PROPOSAL FIXED EFFECTS Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 22,232 6668 1661 17,491
Adj. R2 0.103 0.114 0.081 0.103

Panel A of Table 4 presents the regression results for the 3-day CARs around opinion announcement from 2005 to 2010 for firms receiving
independent director opinions. The dependent variable is CAR_EVNTFIRM. Columns (2) to (4) present the regression results based on
the sub-samples of different opinion affairs, including personnel issues in Column (2), financial issues in Column (3) and operating issues in
Column (4).
Panel B of Table 4 presents the regression results for the 3-day CARs around opinion announcement from 2005 to 2010 for director-
interlocked firms. The dependent variable is CAR_LOCKEDFIRM. Columns (2) to (4) present the regression results based on the sub-
samples of different opinion affairs, including personnel issues in Column (2), financial issues in Column (3) and operating issues in
Column (4).
Robust standard errors clustered at the firm level are used to compute the t-statistics. The t-statistics reported in parentheses are two tailed.
***, ** and * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. All of the variables are defined in Appendix A.

Table 5
Univariate analysis of retaining directorships.

Panel A: Change in directorships for individual independent directors who issued modified opinions from 2005 to 2010

No. of directorships No. of years relative to issuing modified director opinion

0 +1 +2

1 195 145 106
2 55 43 32
3 24 25 16
4 13 12 13
5 5 5 6
6 2 1 0

Average directorship 1.59 1.31 1.02
% of independent directors holding more than one board seat 33.67% 29.25% 22.79%

Panel B: Frequency of director opinions vs. retaining directorships

No. of pinion announcements by individual directors Retaining directorships in opinion-
receiving firms

Retaining directorships in
interlocked firms

No Yes Total No Yes Total

Clean opinions 22,175 19,035 41,210 12,355 11,617 23,972
53.81% 46.19% 100.00% 51.54% 48.46% 100.00%

Modified opinions 218 134 352 96 127 223
61.93% 38.07% 100.00% 43.05% 56.95% 100.00%

Total 22,393 19,169 41,562 12,451 11,744 24,195

Chi-square 9.265*** 6.376**

This table provides information about the board positions of independent directors who issued modified opinions from 2005 to 2010. Year
0 is the year in which the director’s opinion is announced.
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second year’s directors list following the year he/she announces his/her opinion. Given the need to check direc-
tors’ turnover rates over 2 years, we collect a subsample of 294 individual independent directors who issued
modified director opinions from 2005 to 2010. We also examine any changes in board seats subsequent to
the issuance of independent director opinions. We define CHGSEATS as the mean changes in board seats
for the 2 years following the issuance of a director’s opinion. RETCHGSEATS measures the mean changes



Table 6
Descriptive statistics of directorship analysis.

Panel A: Summary statistics for the sample of opinion-receiving firms

Variables Firms receiving clean
director opinions

(n = 13,423)

Firms receiving
modified director
opinions (n = 269)

T-stat for tests of
mean differences

Z-stat from Wilcoxon
two-sample test

Mean Median Mean Median

Directorship variables

RETAIN_EVNTFIRM 0.584 1.000 0.457 0.000 4.190*** 4.188***

CHGSEATS �0.144 0.000 �0.247 0.000 2.199** 2.057**

RETCHGSEATS �0.075 1.000 �0.148 1.000 2.386** 2.147**

GAINSEATS 0.158 0.000 0.095 0.000 2.439** 2.177**

Event characteristics

CAR_EVNTFIRM �0.001 �0.005 �0.013 �0.012 3.075*** 3.000***

ISSUE_PERSONNEL 0.276 0.000 0.130 0.000 5.309*** 5.304***

ISSUE_FINANCIAL 0.133 0.000 0.186 0.000 �2.542** �2.542**

ISSUE_OPERATING 0.821 1.000 0.840 1.000 �0.828 �0.828

Firm characteristics

FIRM SIZE 21.455 21.355 21.138 21.045 4.723*** 4.882***

M/B 2.987 2.056 2.779 1.767 1.180 1.954*

ROA 0.032 0.032 �0.024 0.011 13.266*** 10.580***

ST 0.026 0.000 0.115 0.000 �8.942*** �8.916***

MAO 0.049 0.000 0.216 0.000 �12.273*** �12.206***

FIRM AGE 8.064 8.000 7.944 8.000 0.476 0.560
CG INDEX 1.503 1.000 1.494 1.000 0.159 0.196

Board characteristics

BOARD SIZE 2.260 2.197 2.264 2.197 �0.292 �0.025
%INDBOARD 0.357 0.333 0.350 0.333 2.322** 1.251
CEO TURNOVER 0.339 0.000 0.539 1.000 �6.861*** �6.850***

Director characteristics

FEMALE 0.114 0.000 0.100 0.000 0.696 0.696
AGE 51.078 49.000 47.729 45.000 5.217*** 5.583***

TENURE 3.046 3.000 2.758 3.000 2.952*** 2.493**

MTENURE_INDIVIDUAL 3.099 3.000 2.825 3.000 3.116*** 2.689***

IFTERM2 0.658 1.000 0.651 1.000 0.251 0.251
ABSENCE 0.067 0.000 0.099 0.000 �4.031*** �3.088***

PAY 10.535 10.584 10.503 10.491 0.959 1.133
MPAY_INDIVIDUAL 10.593 10.597 10.504 10.519 1.730* 1.746*

DIRECTORSHIPS 1.707 1.000 1.669 1.000 0.556 0.394
COMPCOMM 0.208 0.000 0.208 0.000 0.010 0.038
AUDCOMM 0.195 0.000 0.186 0.000 0.355 0.355
FINEXPT 0.294 0.000 0.361 0.000 �2.830*** �2.380**

EXEEXPT 0.208 0.000 0.286 0.000 �3.113*** �3.112***

Panel B: Summary statistics for the sample of director-interlocked firms

Variables Firms interlocked
with directors issuing

clean director
opinions

(n = 10,979)

Firms interlocked
with directors issuing
modified director
opinions (n = 268)

T-stat for tests of
mean differences

Z-stat from Wilcoxon
two-sample test

Mean Median Mean Median

RETAIN_LOCKEDFIRM 0.584 1.000 0.615 1.000 �0.815 �0.815

Event characteristics

CAR_EVNTFIRM �0.001 �0.005 �0.007 �0.008 1.356 1.321
CAR_LOCKEDFIRM 0.000 �0.004 0.005 0.007 �1.304 �1.917*

(continued on next page)
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Table 6 (continued)

Panel B: Summary statistics for the sample of director-interlocked firms

Variables Firms interlocked
with directors issuing

clean director
opinions

(n = 10,979)

Firms interlocked
with directors issuing
modified director
opinions (n = 268)

T-stat for tests of
mean differences

Z-stat from Wilcoxon
two-sample test

Mean Median Mean Median

ISSUE_PERSONNEL 0.297 0.000 0.178 0.000 3.402*** 3.398***

ISSUE_FINANCIAL 0.119 0.000 0.241 0.000 �4.835*** �4.825***

ISSUE_OPERATING 0.788 1.000 0.782 1.000 0.187 0.187

Firm characteristics

FIRM SIZE 21.523 21.410 21.245 21.157 3.240*** 2.904***

M/B 2.960 1.988 2.481 1.654 1.958* 3.526***

ROA 0.033 0.031 0.012 0.023 4.114*** 3.219***

ST 0.026 0.000 0.040 0.000 �1.172 �1.172
MAO 0.048 0.000 0.080 0.000 �1.961** �1.961**

FIRM AGE 8.507 9.000 7.655 8.000 2.750*** 2.711***

CGINDEX 1.453 1.000 1.529 2.000 �1.140 �1.477

Board characteristics

BOARD SIZE 2.257 2.197 2.263 2.197 �0.426 �0.299
%INDBOARD 0.357 0.333 0.348 0.333 2.397** 2.105**

CEO TURNOVER 0.331 0.000 0.414 1.000 �2.271** �2.270**

Director characteristics

FEMALE 0.078 0.000 0.098 0.000 �0.953 �0.953
AGE 51.025 50.000 47.862 46.000 4.333*** 4.522***

TENURE 3.130 3.000 3.144 3.000 �0.107 �0.567
PAY 10.611 10.597 10.520 10.564 2.342** 2.776***

DIRECTORSHIPS 2.826 3.000 3.351 3.000 �5.988*** �5.489***

COMPCOMM 0.215 0.000 0.167 0.000 1.465 1.359
AUDCOMM 0.218 0.000 0.155 0.000 1.980** 1.980**

COMPCOMM_EVNTFIRM 0.208 0.000 0.115 0.000 2.856*** 2.796***

AUDCOMM_EVNTFIRM 0.212 0.000 0.098 0.000 3.653*** 3.649***

FINEXPT 0.373 0.000 0.448 0.000 �2.021** �0.020
EXEEXPT 0.145 0.000 0.207 0.000 �2.263** �2.262**

Panel A shows the summary statistics for the variables used in the directorship analysis based on the sample of opinion-receiving firms.
Panel B shows the summary statistics for the sample of director-interlocked firms. ***, ** and * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10%
levels, respectively. All of the variables are defined in Appendix A.
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in board seats divided by the number of board seats in the year of opinion issuance. GAINSEATS is the net
gain of new seats the independent director secures subsequent to saying ‘‘no.” The variable is set to 0 if the
director does not gain any new seats.

Panel A of Table 5 presents the changes in directorships held by the 294 individual independent directors.
Year zero refers to the modified opinion’s announcement year. The average directorships decrease persistently,
from 1.59 directorships in year zero to 1.02 directorships in year two. In year zero, 33.67% of directors hold
more than one board seat, and this ratio decreases by more than 10–22.79% in year two.

Our main variables of interest are the indicator variables that differentiate between the independent direc-
tors who say ‘‘no” in the opinion-receiving (MDO_DIR) and director-interlocked (MDO_LOCKEDDIR)
firms.

As discussed in Section 4, we control for several variables that the literature has shown to influence direc-
torships at both the firm and director levels. First, we include CGINDEX in the regression to control for the
entrenchment effects of large shareholders. As independent director turnover is highly related to CEO turn-
over, we also include an indicator of CEO turnover in the analysis (Fich and Shivdasani, 2007).

Second, the regression also includes a set of director-specific attributes, including indicator variables such as
whether the independent director is female (Adams and Ferreira, 2009; Gul et al., 2011; Srinidhi et al., 2011),



Table 7
Probability of retaining board seats.

Panel A: Probability of retaining board seats in firms receiving independent director opinions

VARIABLES (1) (2)
RETAIN_EVNTFIRM RETAIN_EVNTFIRM

CONSTANT 2.559*** 2.287**

(2.735) (2.429)
MDO_DIR �0.649*** �0.796**

(�3.303) (�2.078)
CGINDEX 0.095***

(2.729)
MDO_DIR � CGINDEX 0.105

(0.486)
CAR_EVNTFIRM �0.053 �0.017

(�0.111) (�0.035)
ISSUE_PERSONNEL 0.004 0.004

(0.053) (0.049)
ISSUE_FINANCIAL �0.003 0.004

(�0.029) (0.049)
ISSUE_OPERATING �0.222** �0.220**

(�2.348) (�2.311)
FIRM SIZE 0.081** 0.085**

(2.233) (2.354)
M/B 0.016 0.019

(0.923) (1.102)
ROA 0.957* 1.004*

(1.755) (1.848)
ST �0.109 �0.126

(�0.555) (�0.647)
MAO �0.289** �0.292**

(�2.026) (�2.059)
FIRM AGE 0.052*** 0.054***

(5.901) (6.092)
BOARD SIZE �0.082 �0.042

(�0.504) (�0.260)
%INDBOARD �1.685** �1.689**

(�2.369) (�2.384)
CEO TURNOVER �0.289*** �0.294***

(�4.395) (�4.478)
FEMALE 0.047 0.048

(0.653) (0.656)
AGE �0.004 �0.004

(�1.535) (�1.621)
ABSENCE �0.643*** �0.650***

(�3.407) (�3.441)
TENURE �0.726*** �0.726***

(�26.708) (�26.730)
IFTERM2 0.185*** 0.182***

(2.636) (2.597)
PAY �0.039 �0.044

(�0.591) (�0.661)
DIRECTORSHIPS �0.022 �0.021

(�1.007) (�0.967)
COMPCOMM 0.095 0.097

(1.564) (1.595)
AUDCOMM 0.043 0.044

(0.625) (0.637)
FINEXPT 0.114** 0.112**

(2.507) (2.459)
(continued on next page)
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Table 7 (continued)

Panel A: Probability of retaining board seats in firms receiving independent director opinions

VARIABLES (1) (2)
RETAIN_EVNTFIRM RETAIN_EVNTFIRM

EXEEXPT �0.108* �0.106*

(�1.844) (�1.811)
YEAR DUMMY YES YES
INDUSTRY DUMMY YES YES
Observations 13,692 13,692
Pseudo R2 0.181 0.182

Panel B: Probability of retaining board seats in director-interlocked firms

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES RETAIN_

LOCKEDFIRM
RETAIN_

LOCKEDFIRM
RETAIN_

LOCKEDFIRM
RETAIN_

LOCKEDFIRM
RETAIN_

LOCKEDFIRM

CONSTANT 1.214 1.153 1.149 1.146 1.153
(1.120) (1.054) (1.051) (1.046) (1.054)

MDO_LOCKEDDIR 0.244 0.875** 0.841* 0.881** 0.956**

(1.255) (1.989) (1.899) (1.986) (2.159)
CGINDEX 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022

(0.503) (0.499) (0.503) (0.509)
MDO_LOCKEDDIR � CGINDEX �0.405* �0.414* �0.404* �0.419*

(�1.845) (�1.872) (�1.844) (�1.895)
CAR_EVNTFIRM 0.099 0.105 0.091 0.107 0.116

(0.191) (0.203) (0.175) (0.206) (0.222)
CAR_LOCKEDFIRM �0.417 �0.444 �0.442 �0.440 �0.446

(�0.672) (�0.713) (�0.711) (�0.708) (�0.718)
ISSUE_PERSONNEL �0.061 �0.057 �0.057 �0.057 �0.058

(�0.626) (�0.590) (�0.587) (�0.590) (�0.594)
ISSUE_FINANCIAL 0.036 0.036 0.036 0.035 0.035

(0.382) (0.378) (0.385) (0.373) (0.368)
ISSUE_OPERATING �0.052 �0.046 �0.045 �0.047 �0.045

(�0.471) (�0.419) (�0.404) (�0.422) (�0.409)
SAME INDUSTRY �0.021 �0.020 �0.032 �0.020 �0.018

(�0.203) (�0.190) (�0.301) (�0.190) (�0.173)
MDO_LOCKEDDIR � SAME

INDUSTRY
0.538

(0.959)
FIRM SIZE 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.035

(0.855) (0.839) (0.842) (0.837) (0.838)
FIRM AGE 0.040*** 0.041*** 0.041*** 0.041*** 0.041***

(3.748) (3.815) (3.806) (3.815) (3.816)
M/B 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012 0.012

(0.798) (0.810) (0.809) (0.817) (0.814)
ROA 0.462 0.485 0.485 0.481 0.477

(0.707) (0.741) (0.741) (0.734) (0.728)
ST 0.004 0.006 0.009 0.016 0.008

(0.017) (0.025) (0.036) (0.063) (0.034)
MDO_LOCKEDDIR � ST �0.186

(�0.311)
MAO �0.381** �0.383** �0.386** �0.383** �0.347**

(�2.252) (�2.261) (�2.273) (�2.262) (�1.992)
MDO_LOCKEDDIR � MAO �0.684

(�1.204)
BOARD SIZE 0.222 0.232 0.233 0.233 0.229

(1.123) (1.165) (1.171) (1.169) (1.152)
%INDBOARD �2.347*** �2.342*** �2.342*** �2.342*** �2.364***

(�2.746) (�2.739) (�2.740) (�2.740) (�2.765)
(continued on next page)
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Table 7 (continued)

Panel B: Probability of retaining board seats in director-interlocked firms

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
VARIABLES RETAIN_

LOCKEDFIRM
RETAIN_

LOCKEDFIRM
RETAIN_

LOCKEDFIRM
RETAIN_

LOCKEDFIRM
RETAIN_

LOCKEDFIRM

CEO TURNOVER �0.389*** �0.388*** �0.388*** �0.388*** �0.389***

(�5.191) (�5.180) (�5.176) (�5.173) (�5.186)
FEMALE 0.010 0.013 0.015 0.012 0.013

(0.082) (0.107) (0.122) (0.104) (0.104)
AGE 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003

(0.810) (0.783) (0.799) (0.782) (0.766)
ABSENCE �1.013*** �1.014*** �1.017*** �1.015*** �1.014***

(�3.887) (�3.901) (�3.906) (�3.901) (�3.903)
TENURE �0.783*** �0.783*** �0.784*** �0.783*** �0.783***

(�21.714) (�21.758) (�21.758) (�21.760) (�21.721)
IFTERM2 0.204** 0.206** 0.205** 0.206** 0.204**

(2.209) (2.230) (2.223) (2.231) (2.208)
PAY 0.096 0.098 0.097 0.098 0.099

(1.248) (1.261) (1.250) (1.267) (1.273)
DIRECTORSHIPS �0.058* �0.059* �0.059* �0.059* �0.060*

(�1.756) (�1.807) (�1.805) (�1.808) (�1.837)
COMPCOMM_EVNTFIRM �0.004 �0.004 �0.004 �0.004 �0.006

(�0.043) (�0.041) (�0.040) (�0.042) (�0.058)
COMPCOMM 0.122 0.119 0.118 0.119 0.117

(1.153) (1.124) (1.121) (1.125) (1.111)
AUDCOMM_EVNTFIRM �0.008 �0.010 �0.010 �0.010 �0.009

(�0.084) (�0.102) (�0.107) (�0.104) (�0.096)
AUDCOMM �0.030 �0.028 �0.030 �0.028 �0.028

(�0.274) (�0.252) (�0.268) (�0.253) (�0.253)
FINEXPT 0.040 0.041 0.040 0.042 0.043

(0.521) (0.538) (0.522) (0.541) (0.558)
EXEEXPT �0.050 �0.056 �0.053 �0.056 �0.057

(�0.448) (�0.499) (�0.473) (�0.499) (�0.508)
YEAR DUMMY YES YES YES YES YES
INDUSTRY DUMMY YES YES YES YES YES

Observations 5294 5294 5294 5294 5294
Pseudo R2 0.213 0.214 0.214 0.214 0.214

Panel C: Probability of retaining board seats in firms receiving modified independent director opinions

VARIABLES (1) (2)
RETAIN_EVNTFIRM RETAIN_EVNTFIRM

CONSTANT �0.732 �2.172
(�0.231) (�0.662)

MDO_DIR �0.486* �0.687
(�1.771) (�1.416)

CGINDEX 0.206
(1.197)

MDO_DIR � CGINDEX 0.184
(0.700)

CAR_EVNTFIRM �0.983 �0.743
(�0.474) (�0.359)

ISSUE_PERSONNEL �0.128 �0.078
(�0.409) (�0.241)

ISSUE_FINANCIAL 0.505* 0.552*

(1.826) (1.933)
ISSUE_OPERATING 0.553 0.581*

(1.601) (1.657)
(continued on next page)
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Table 7 (continued)

Panel C: Probability of retaining board seats in firms receiving modified independent director opinions

VARIABLES (1) (2)
RETAIN_EVNTFIRM RETAIN_EVNTFIRM

FIRM SIZE �0.004 0.022
(�0.036) (0.194)

M/B �0.062 �0.060
(�1.340) (�1.305)

ROA 1.590 1.494
(0.906) (0.851)

ST �0.655 �0.751
(�1.345) (�1.535)

MAO 0.142 0.080
(0.329) (0.186)

FIRM AGE 0.044 0.044
(1.101) (1.101)

BOARD SIZE �0.238 �0.110
(�0.375) (�0.167)

%INDBOARD �1.081 �0.743
(�0.450) (�0.303)

CEO TURNOVER �0.641** �0.681***

(�2.532) (�2.585)
FEMALE �0.077 �0.087

(�0.269) (�0.299)
AGE �0.005 �0.003

(�0.457) (�0.326)
ABSENCE �1.606*** �1.671***

(�2.582) (�2.703)
TENURE �0.657*** �0.668***

(�8.269) (�8.158)
IFTERM2 �0.412* �0.385

(�1.681) (�1.524)
PAY 0.432* 0.449*

(1.846) (1.877)
DIRECTORSHIPS 0.015 �0.002

(0.144) (�0.017)
COMPCOMM 0.392 0.416

(1.428) (1.543)
AUDCOMM 0.014 �0.000

(0.048) (�0.001)
FINEXPT �0.190 �0.194

(�0.943) (�0.954)
EXEEXPT �0.188 �0.210

(�0.834) (�0.910)
YEAR DUMMY YES YES
INDUSTRY DUMMY YES YES

Observations 859 859
Pseudo R2 0.236 0.243

Panel D: Probability of retaining board seats in interlocked firms with directors who issue modified independent director opinions

VARIABLES (1) (2)
RETAIN_LOCKEDFIRM RETAIN_LOCKEDFIRM

CONSTANT �7.095 �7.487
(�1.524) (�1.617)

MDO_LOCKEDDIR 0.696* 1.416**

(1.900) (2.099)
(continued on next page)
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Table 7 (continued)

Panel D: Probability of retaining board seats in interlocked firms with directors who issue modified independent director opinions

VARIABLES (1) (2)
RETAIN_LOCKEDFIRM RETAIN_LOCKEDFIRM

CGINDEX �0.017
(�0.066)

MDO_LOCKEDDIR � CGINDEX �0.471
(�1.284)

CAR_EVNTFIRM �0.893 �1.059
(�0.465) (�0.495)

CAR_LOCKEDFIRM 3.449 2.946
(1.295) (1.073)

ISSUE_PERSONNEL �0.687 �0.661
(�1.579) (�1.516)

ISSUE_FINANCIAL �0.085 �0.085
(�0.229) (�0.218)

ISSUE_OPERATING �0.609 �0.486
(�1.542) (�1.198)

SAME INDUSTRY �0.008 0.007
(�0.021) (0.017)

FIRM SIZE 0.139 0.129
(0.820) (0.767)

FIRM AGE 0.053 0.068
(1.258) (1.526)

M/B 0.054 0.054
(1.000) (1.026)

ROA �3.354 �3.463
(�1.236) (�1.320)

ST �1.113 �0.998
(�1.170) (�1.059)

MAO �0.660 �0.828
(�0.890) (�1.126)

BOARD SIZE �0.233 �0.278
(�0.333) (�0.363)

%INDBOARD �0.296 �0.243
(�0.076) (�0.061)

CEO TURNOVER �0.050 �0.016
(�0.149) (�0.047)

FEMALE �0.561 �0.506
(�0.946) (�0.824)

AGE 0.002 0.001
(0.106) (0.060)

ABSENCE �3.406*** �3.515***

(�3.136) (�3.255)
TENURE �0.858*** �0.882***

(�5.274) (�5.251)
IFTERM2 �0.149 �0.123

(�0.420) (�0.342)
PAY 0.692** 0.758**

(2.270) (2.349)
DIRECTORSHIPS 0.222* 0.227*

(1.672) (1.676)
COMPCOMM_EVNTFIRM 0.256 0.232

(0.479) (0.419)
COMPCOMM �0.139 �0.233

(�0.298) (�0.488)
AUDCOMM_EVNTFIRM �0.697 �0.691

(�1.167) (�1.128)
(continued on next page)
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Table 7 (continued)

Panel D: Probability of retaining board seats in interlocked firms with directors who issue modified independent director opinions

VARIABLES (1) (2)
RETAIN_LOCKEDFIRM RETAIN_LOCKEDFIRM

AUDCOMM 0.718 0.742
(1.189) (1.210)

FINEXPT �0.452 �0.424
(�1.355) (�1.210)

EXEEXPT �0.421 �0.568
(�0.993) (�1.180)

YEAR DUMMY YES YES
INDUSTRY DUMMY YES YES

Observations 328 328
Pseudo R2 0.257 0.266

Panel A of Table 7 presents the logistic regressions of retaining a board seat in opinion-receiving firms in the 2 years following the issuance
of independent director opinions from 2005 to 2010. The dependent variable is RETAIN_EVNTFIRM. Panel B of Table 7 presents the
logistic regressions of retaining a board seat in the sample of director-interlocked firms. The dependent variable is
RETAIN_LOCKEDFIRM.
Robust standard errors clustered at the firm level are used to compute the z-statistics. The z-statistics reported in parentheses are two
tailed. ***, ** and * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. All of the variables are defined in Appendix A.
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COMPCOMM and AUDCOMM if the director sits on the compensation committee or audit committee
(Davidson et al., 1998; Srinivasan, 2005) and FINEXPT and EXEEXPT if the director has any financial or
executive expertise (DeFond et al., 2005). Other variables include director tenure (TENURE), whether some
directors are serving their second term on the board (IFTERM2), director pay (PAY) and the number of
board positions held as an independent director (DIRECTORSHIPS). Following Fich and Shivdasani
(2007), we also consider whether the director is a compensation or audit committee member in an opinion-
receiving firm (COMPCOMM_EVNTFIRM and AUDCOMM_EVNTFIRM, respectively) in the analysis
of retaining directorships in interlocking firms. When investigating the changes in the board seats of individual
directors, we calculate board meeting absence (ABSENCE), mean director remuneration (MPAY_INDIVI-
DUAL) and mean tenure (MTENURE_INDIVIDUAL) for each individual director. Table 6 reports the
descriptive statistics of the control variables in the directorship analysis.

5.2. Probability of retaining directorships in opinion-receiving firms

In this section, we examine whether independent directors retain board seats after they issue opinions on
corporate decisions. We first estimate the following regression:
ProbðRETAIN EVNTFIRMi ¼ 1Þ
¼ c0 þ c1MDO DIRi þ c2CGINDEX i þ c3MDO DIR � CGINDEX i

þ c4CAR EVNTFIRMi þ c5ISSUE PERSONNELi þ c6ISSUE FINANCIALi

þ c7ISSUE OPERATINGi þ c8FIRM SIZEi þ c9M=Bi þ c10ROAi þ c11ST i

þ c12MAOi þ c13FIRM AGEi þ c14BOARDSIZEi þ c15%INDBOARDi

þ c16CEO TURNOVERi þ c17FEMALEi þ c18AGEi þ c19ABSENCEi

þ c20TENUREi þ c21IFTERM2i þ c22PAY i þ c23DIRECTORSHIPSi

þ c24COMPCOMMi þ c25AUDCOMMi þ c26FINEXPT i þ c27EXEEXPT i

þ
XJ

J¼1

YEARþ
XK

K¼1

INDUSTRY þ ei
where all of the variables are defined in Appendix A.
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Panel A of Table 7 presents the logistic regression results of retaining directorships. Column (1) reveals a
significantly negative association between retaining a board seat in an opinion-receiving firm and MDO_DIR,
which suggests that directors who say ‘‘no” are more likely to leave opinion-receiving firms than the cohort
that is friendly with the management on the board.

When the CGINDEX and its interaction with MDO_DIR are included in the regression, the coefficient of
the interaction term is negative but not statistically significant, whereas the coefficient of MDO_DIR is still
statistically significant. As expected, the estimated coefficients of FIRM SIZE and ROA are significantly pos-
itive, implying that independent directors are more likely to retain their board positions in firms that are bigger
and perform better. The TENURE variable has negative effects on board positions, consistent with the Chi-
nese practice that the tenure of an independent director cannot exceed 6 years. The coefficient of IFTERM2 is
statistically significant, which implies that if some other independent directors are in their second term, the
independent director who issues opinions is more likely to retain his/her board seats.

5.3. Probability of retaining directorships in director-interlocked firms

To test the probability of retaining directorships in director-interlocked firms, we use the following regres-
sion to analyze the sample of directors in interlocking firms:
ProbðRETAIN LOCKEDFIRMi ¼ 1Þ ¼ d0 þ d1MDO LOCKEDDIRi þ d2CGINDEX i

þ d3MDO LOCKEDDIR �CGINDEX i þ d4CAR EVNTFIRMi

þ d5CAR LOCKEDFIRMi þ d6ISSUE PERSONNELi

þ d7ISSUE FINANCIALi þ d8ISSUE OPERATINGi

þ d9SAMEINDUSTRY i þ d10MDO LOCKEDDIR� SAMEINDUSTRY i

þ d11FIRM SIZEi þ d12FIRM AGEi þ d13M=Bi þ d14ROAi

þ d15ST i þ d16MAOi þ d17BOARD SIZEi þ d18%INDBOARDi

þ d19CEO TURNOVERi þ d20FEMALEi þ d21AGEi þ d22ABSENCEi

þ d23TENUREi þ d24IFTERM2i þ d25PAY i þ d26DIRECTORSHIPSi

þ d27COMPCOMM EVNTFIRMi þ d28COMPCOMMi

þ d29AUDCOMM EVNTFIRMi þ d30AUDCOMMi þ d31FINEXPT i

þ d32EXEEXPT i þ
XJ

YEARþ
XK

INDUSTRY þ Varepsiloni

J¼1 K¼1

Column (1) in Panel B of Table 7 shows that the estimated coefficient of MDO_LOCKEDDIR is positive
but not statistically significant. When the governance index (CGINDEX) and its interaction with modified
opinions (MDO_LOCKEDDIR) are included in the regression, MDO_LOCKEDDIR is significantly posi-
tive, indicating that an independent director who says ‘‘no” is more likely to retain his/her directorship in
an interlocked firm. Interestingly, the interaction item in Column (2) is significantly negative, suggesting that
an independent director who says ‘‘no” is more likely to lose his/her directorship in an interlocked firm if the
firm is heavily influenced by the controlling shareholder.

To investigate the possibility of directors voluntarily reducing board seats in interlocked firms to manage
litigation risk, when subjected to similar risk exposure in the same industry, we expand the equation to include
the interaction item SAME INDUSTRY � MDO_LOCKEDDIR. We also check whether the main results
hold by incorporating the interaction between financial difficulty and directors saying ‘‘no” in interlocked
firms. Column (3) of Table 7 shows that SAME INDUSTRY is negatively associated with the likelihood
of retaining directorship in director-interlocked firms, although the estimated coefficient is not significant.
The interaction of SAME INDUSTRY is positive and insignificant, suggesting that directors who say ‘‘no”
do not intend to reduce board seats in interlocked firms operating in the same industry. Columns (4) and
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(5) of Panel B show that the ST dummy is not significant but MAO is significantly negative, consistent with the
alternative explanation that directors tend to reduce board seats when interlocked firms receive a modified
audit report. However, we do not find evidence that directors who say ‘‘no” tend to cut their seats in inter-
locked firms.

Several control variables are important in determining whether board seats are retained in interlocked
firms. Independent directors who serve in firms with longer listing histories and without CEO turnovers are
more likely to retain board seats. If the firms have a lower percentage of independent directors or if the inde-
pendent directors have shorter tenure, the probability of retaining directorships in director-interlocked firms
increases.

The remainder of the analysis in Table 7 examines the probability of retaining a director who said ‘‘no” in
other firms versus the probability of retaining other directors. Panel C presents the analysis of retaining board
seats in firms receiving independent directors’ opinions. As indicated in Column (1), the coefficient of MDO is
significantly negative, suggesting that directors are more likely to leave the incumbent seat after they say ‘‘no”
than directors who never say ‘‘no” in firms receiving modified opinions. Panel D of Table 7 presents the results
using a sample of firms interlocked with directors who sit in firms receiving modified opinions. The indicators
of SAME INDUSTRY, ST and MAO are all insignificant, indicating that the alternative explanation, that is,
that directors tend to reduce board seats in interlocked firms to manage litigation risk, may not be a big con-
cern. On the contrary, outspoken directors may even benefit by retaining their seats in the interlocked firms.

5.4. Changes in directorships following the issuance of modified director opinions

In this section, we track the change in directorships over a 2-year period following independent directors’
issuance of director opinions. We estimate the following regression to analyze the reputation consequences of
independent directors, with the dependent variables being CHGSEATS, RET CHGSEATS and GAIN-
SEATS, all of which measure the changes in directorships in different ways (all of the variables are defined
in Appendix A):3
3 We
total b
CHGSEATSi=RET CHGSEATSi=GAINSEATSi=CHGTASEATSi=CHGMVSEATSi

=CHGSALESEATSi=CHGPAYSEATSi ¼ h0 þ h1MDO DIRi þ h2CAR EVNTFIRMi

þ h3ISSUE PERSONNELi þ h4ISSUE FINANCIALi þ h5ISSUE OPERATINGi þ h6AGEi

þ h7FEMALEi þ h8ABSENCEi þ h9MTENURE INDIVIDUALi þ h10IFTERM2 INDIVIDUALi

þ h11MPAY INDIVIDUALi þ h12DIRECTORSHIPSi þ h13FINEXPT i þ h14EXEEXPT i

þ
XJ

J¼1

YEARþ
XK

K¼1

INDUSTRY þ ei
According to the reputation hypothesis, we expect to find a positive relation between changes in board seats
and modified independent director opinions. Table 8 reports the regression results for the three specifications.
Contrary to the prediction of the reputation hypothesis, the results in Columns (1) to (3) show that MDO_-
DIR’s estimated coefficients are negative and highly significant, implying that effective board monitoring is not
rewarded through additional board appointments. Consistent with our expectation, the coefficient of AGE is
significantly negative at the 1% level. MPAY_INDIVIDUAL is positively related to CHGSEATS, RET
CHGSEATS and GAINSEATS, which indicates that independent directors with higher pay tend to have
more board positions in the future. The estimated coefficient of FINEXPT is positive and significant, implying
that independent directors with accounting expertise tend to have more board positions, which is consistent
with the Chinese regulation that listed companies should appoint at least one independent director with an
accounting background (CSRC, 2001).
do not control for firm-specific characteristics in the change in directorship regressions, as we are investigating the change in the
oard seats held by an independent director after he/she issues an opinion.



Table 8
Change in directorships for independent directors who issued opinions.

Panel A: Change in directorships for independent directors who issued opinions

(1) (2) (3)
VARIABLES CHGSEATS RET CHGSEATS GAINSEATS

Constant 0.083 �0.071 �0.137*

(0.656) (�0.794) (�1.824)
MDO_DIR �0.125*** �0.087*** �0.041**

(�3.426) (�3.509) (�2.421)
CAR_EVNTFIRM 0.085 0.043 0.074

(0.876) (0.647) (1.354)
ISSUE_PERSONNEL �0.005 �0.000 0.012

(�0.317) (�0.028) (1.326)
ISSUE_FINANCIAL �0.021 �0.015 �0.018*

(�1.307) (�1.408) (�1.957)
ISSUE_OPERATING4 �0.022 �0.009 �0.002

(�1.231) (�0.710) (�0.217)
AGE �0.005*** �0.003*** �0.003***

(�7.179) (�8.397) (�8.668)
FEMALE �0.030 �0.016 �0.034***

(�1.447) (�1.228) (�2.686)
ABSENCE 0.010 0.023 0.027

(0.137) (0.488) (0.627)
MTENURE_INDIVIDUAL �0.086*** �0.077*** �0.006

(�11.434) (�16.907) (�1.461)
IFTERM2_INDIVIDUAL �0.047** 0.016 �0.036***

(�2.033) (1.240) (�2.810)
MPAY_INDIVIDUAL 0.049*** 0.036*** 0.034***

(4.176) (4.473) (4.892)
DIRECTORSHIPS �0.141*** �0.015*** 0.026***

(�10.903) (�3.603) (5.422)
FINEXPT 0.108*** 0.072*** 0.068***

(5.993) (7.124) (6.289)
EXEEXPT �0.116*** �0.075*** �0.068***

(�7.493) (�7.507) (�8.098)
YEAR DUMMY Yes Yes Yes
INDUSTRY DUMMY Yes Yes Yes

Observations 15,667 15,667 15,667
Adj. R2 0.103 0.0754 0.0552

Panel B: Change in weighted directorships for independent directors who issued opinions

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES CHGTASEATS CHGMVSEATS CHGSALESEATS CHGPAYSEATS

Constant �0.015 1.488*** 0.104 0.960***

(�0.080) (9.308) (0.510) (9.801)
MDO_DIR 0.099 0.113 0.078 0.019

(1.414) (1.544) (0.639) (0.579)
CAR_EVNTFIRM 0.123 0.028 0.222* 0.028

(1.095) (0.276) (1.650) (0.498)
ISSUE_PERSONNEL 0.033* 0.043** 0.011 0.003

(1.650) (2.470) (0.587) (0.296)
ISSUE_FINANCIAL �0.015 0.008 0.033* �0.027***

(�0.914) (0.492) (1.687) (�3.056)
ISSUE_OPERATING 0.061*** 0.055*** 0.046** 0.018*

(2.695) (2.709) (2.061) (1.792)
AGE 0.000 �0.001 �0.000 �0.000

(0.459) (�0.847) (�0.159) (�0.204)
FEMALE �0.077*** �0.023 �0.036 �0.014

(�3.243) (�1.007) (�1.400) (�1.308)
(continued on next page)
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Table 8 (continued)

Panel B: Change in weighted directorships for independent directors who issued opinions

(1) (2) (3) (4)
VARIABLES CHGTASEATS CHGMVSEATS CHGSALESEATS CHGPAYSEATS

ABSENCE �0.046 0.046 �0.035 0.071*

(�0.616) (0.604) (�0.418) (1.882)
MTENURE_INDIVIDUAL �0.029*** �0.015* �0.030*** �0.007

(�3.254) (�1.869) (�3.153) (�1.630)
IFTERM2_INDIVIDUAL �0.013 0.008 �0.022 �0.045***

(�0.618) (0.395) (�0.878) (�3.923)
MPAY_INDIVIDUAL 0.018 �0.036** 0.022 �0.085***

(1.102) (�2.455) (1.158) (�9.098)
DIRECTORSHIPS 0.013 0.003 �0.007 0.026***

(1.302) (0.326) (�0.650) (6.975)
FINEXPT 0.049** 0.035** 0.033 0.017**

(2.198) (2.013) (1.542) (2.080)
EXEEXPT �0.012 �0.004 0.005 0.005

(�0.605) (�0.247) (0.240) (0.542)
YEAR DUMMY Yes Yes Yes Yes
INDUSTRY DUMMY Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 10,857 10,834 10,848 10,760
Adj. R2 0.0147 0.469 0.0166 0.0439
F test 3.648 220.9 3.143 8.309

This table presents the pooled regression results for the change in directorships in the 2 years following independent director opinions from
2005 to 2010. The dependent variables for the OLS regressions are CHGSEATS, RET CHGSEATS and GAINSEATS in Panel A and
CHGTASEATS, CHGMVSEATS, CHGSALESEATS and CHGPAYSEATS in Panel B.
Robust standard errors clustered at the director level are used to compute the t-statistics. The t-statistics reported in parentheses are two
tailed. ***, ** and * denote significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. All of the variables are defined in Appendix A.
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It is conceivable that directors who say ‘‘no” may gain from their reputations by sitting in boards of larger
firms despite holding fewer board seats. Panel B of Table 8 sheds light on this possibility by examining changes
in the weighted average of directorships using firms’ total assets, market caps, sales and total director pay in
the analysis regressions of directorship changes. The results indicate that the indicator of a director who says
‘‘no” is positive and not statistically significant in all of the regressions across a variety of weighted averages of
directorships. Although the coefficients are not significant, we cannot rule out the prediction that directors
who say ‘‘no” may be rewarded with seating on the boards of larger firms.
6. Sensitivity tests

6.1. Alternative event window specification

We also use additional event windows to calculate the CARs around opinion announcements, including
(0, +1) and (0, +2). The results are qualitatively the same when we use the CARs on alternative event
windows.
6.2. Endogeneity concern

To avoid choice-based sample bias in our empirical test (Doyle et al., 2007), our main results are based on
the unmatched sample of firms that received modified director opinions and those with clean director opin-
ions. To mitigate the endogeneity concern that may arise from any omitted variables that are correlated with
market reaction/director turnover and the probability of an independent director saying ‘‘no,” we take an
instrumental variable approach in robustness tests to incorporate the determinants of independent directors’
issuance of modified opinions. In the firm-level analysis, the first instrument we use is MDIRINCENTIVE,
measured as the natural logarithm of the sum of the total assets of the firms in which the independent directors



Table 9
Sensitivity tests on endogeneity.

Panel A: Sensitivity tests on the cumulative abnormal returns for director-interlocked firms

(1) First stage (2) Second stage

VARIABLES MDO_LOCKEDFIRM MDO_LOCKEDFIRM � CGINDEX

CONSTANT 0.237 0.995 0.010
(0.074) (0.322) (0.896)

INSTRUMENT VARIABLES:

MDIRINCENTIVE �0.481*** �0.522***

(�3.216) (�3.247)
MPROFESSOR �0.461* �0.510*

(�1.855) (�1.947)
SAMEPLACE �0.251 �0.270

(�0.907) (�0.941)
MDO_LOCKEDFIRM 0.302*

(1.813)
CGINDEX 0.001*

(1.736)
MDO_LOCKEDFIRM � CGINDEX �0.446**

(�2.523)
CAR_EVNTFIRM �4.270 �3.860 0.074***

(�1.523) (�1.359) (9.233)
FIRM SIZE 0.250* 0.247 �0.001**

(1.756) (1.580) (�2.224)
M/B 0.064 0.054 �0.001***

(1.226) (0.895) (�3.440)
ROA �0.601 �0.394 0.001

(�0.500) (�0.289) (0.172)
ST 0.200 0.253 �0.001

(0.479) (0.589) (�0.225)
MAO �0.536 �0.431 �0.001

(�1.446) (�1.196) (�0.516)
EARN NEWS 0.567** 0.636*** �0.003*

(2.422) (2.784) (�1.944)
EARN SURP 0.104 �0.006 �0.002**

(0.333) (�0.017) (�2.027)
BOARD SIZE 0.292 0.425 �0.001

(0.653) (0.864) (�0.774)
%INDBOARD �0.060 0.370 �0.013*

(�0.034) (0.190) (�1.817)
FIRMAGE 0.010 0.010 0.000

(0.367) (0.356) (1.081)
INSTIHLD �0.026 �0.038* �0.000*

(�1.343) (�1.715) (�1.686)
SAME INDUSTRY �0.549* �0.480 �0.001

(�1.909) (�1.632) (�1.177)
IFFEMALE �0.135 �0.279 �0.000

(�0.751) (�1.397) (�0.034)
MAGE �0.019 �0.024 �0.000

(�1.140) (�1.482) (�0.012)
MTENURE �0.098 �0.118 �0.000

(�1.206) (�1.344) (�1.079)
MPAY 0.037 0.056 0.002*

(0.197) (0.294) (1.897)
MDIRECTORSHIPS 0.263** 0.300** �0.001

(2.112) (2.351) (�1.115)
COMPCOMM_EVNTFIRM 0.314 0.331 0.000

(0.959) (0.951) (0.012)
(continued on next page)
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Table 9 (continued)

Panel A: Sensitivity tests on the cumulative abnormal returns for director-interlocked firms

(1) First stage (2) Second stage

VARIABLES MDO_LOCKEDFIRM MDO_LOCKEDFIRM � CGINDEX

AUDCOMM_EVNTFIRM �0.331 �0.417 �0.002
(�1.026) (�1.197) (�0.892)

IFCOMPCOMM 1.092** 0.719 �0.002
(2.154) (1.465) (�0.846)

IFAUDCOMM �0.936* �0.546 0.002
(�1.920) (�1.140) (0.924)

IFFINEXPT 0.157 0.197 0.002*

(0.724) (0.878) (1.817)
IFEXEEXPT 0.247 0.136 0.001

(1.448) (0.804) (0.822)
YEAR DUMMY Yes Yes Yes
PROPOSAL FIXED EFFECTS Yes Yes Yes

Observations 21,381 21,381 21,381
Pseudo R2/Adj. R2 0.132 0.133 0.013

Panel B: Sensitivity tests on the probability of retaining board seats in director-interlocked firms

(1) First stage (2) Second stage

VARIABLES MDO_LOCKEDDIR MDO_LOCKEDDIR � CGINDEX

CONSTANT 6.932* 6.937* 1.636
(1.926) (1.943) (1.408)

INSTRUMENT VARIABLES: DIRINCENTIVE �0.588*** �0.581***

(�2.683) (�2.642)
PROFESSOR �0.326* �0.377**

(�1.771) (�1.994)
SAMEPLACE �0.406 �0.438

(�1.401) (�1.501)
MDO_LOCKEDDIR 2.327

(0.595)
CGINDEX 0.005

(0.113)
MDO_LOCKEDDIR � CGINDEX �3.815

(�0.846)
CAR_EVNTFIRM �1.761 �0.987 0.162

(�0.562) (�0.312) (0.298)
CAR_LOCKEDFIRM 3.184** 2.522 �0.607

(1.995) (1.491) (�0.944)
ISSUE_PERSONNEL �0.677* �0.635 �0.093

(�1.690) (�1.581) (�0.899)
ISSUE_FINANCIAL 0.608* 0.572* 0.078

(1.896) (1.725) (0.803)
ISSUE_OPERATING4 �0.507 �0.344 �0.068

(�1.352) (�0.885) (�0.580)
SAME INDUSTRY �0.390 �0.326 �0.040

(�1.249) (�1.007) (�0.372)
FIRM SIZE 0.262** 0.232 0.029

(1.982) (1.515) (0.683)
FIRMAGE �0.042 �0.038 0.041***

(�1.287) (�1.190) (3.737)
M/B 0.048 0.039 0.012

(1.287) (0.841) (0.793)
ROA �2.515** �2.770** 0.282

(�2.187) (�2.291) (0.422)
(continued on next page)
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Table 9 (continued)

Panel B: Sensitivity tests on the probability of retaining board seats in director-interlocked firms

(1) First stage (2) Second stage

VARIABLES MDO_LOCKEDDIR MDO_LOCKEDDIR � CGINDEX

ST �0.428 �0.595 �0.077
(�0.757) (�1.006) (�0.312)

MAO �0.070 �0.089 �0.359**

(�0.206) (�0.256) (�2.087)
BOARD SIZE �0.227 �0.246 0.244

(�0.482) (�0.504) (1.199)
%INDBOARD �1.973 �1.487 �2.118**

(�1.049) (�0.739) (�2.406)
CEO TURNOVER 0.180 0.259 �0.388***

(1.036) (1.505) (�5.008)
IFFEMALE 0.272 0.212 �0.010

(0.592) (0.464) (�0.078)
AGE �0.029* �0.028* 0.002

(�1.958) (�1.886) (0.467)
ABSENCE �0.421 �0.240 �0.996***

(�0.699) (�0.364) (�3.744)
MTENURE 0.108 0.081 �0.785***

(1.242) (0.919) (�21.155)
IFTERM2 �0.162 �0.163 0.186**

(�0.692) (�0.654) (1.968)
PAY �0.110 �0.079 0.083

(�0.504) (�0.371) (1.060)
DIRECTORSHIPS 0.617*** 0.553*** �0.053

(4.408) (4.304) (�1.416)
IFCOMPCOMM_EVNTFIRM �0.066 �0.064 �0.032

(�0.187) (�0.168) (�0.315)
IFCOMPCOMM 0.082 0.101 0.080

(0.267) (0.327) (0.758)
IFAUDCOMM_EVNTFIRM �0.604* �0.595* �0.019

(�1.886) (�1.770) (�0.186)
IFAUDCOMM �0.068 �0.102 0.003

(�0.214) (�0.328) (0.031)
IFFINEXPT 0.060 0.083 0.043

(0.304) (0.418) (0.556)
IFEXEEXPT 0.358 0.069 �0.040

(1.325) (0.250) (�0.329)
YEAR DUMMY Yes Yes Yes
INDUSTRY DUMMY Yes Yes Yes

Observations 5105 5105 5105
Pseudo R2 0.202 0.192 0.216

Panel C: Sensitivity tests on the change in directorships for independent directors who issued opinions

(1) First stage (2) Second stage

VARIABLES MDO_DIR CHGSEATS RET CHGSEATS GAINSEATS

Constant 4.995*** 0.201 0.051 �0.081
(2.640) (1.547) (0.551) (�1.053)

INSTRUMENT VARIABLES: DIRINCENTIVE �0.394***

(�5.096)
PROFESSOR �0.106

(�0.775)
MDO_DIR �1.321*** �1.324*** �0.613***

(�4.251) (�6.243) (�3.891)
CAR_EVNTFIRM �3.463*** �0.004 �0.050 0.031

(�3.108) (�0.040) (�0.735) (0.550)
(continued on next page)
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Table 9 (continued)

Panel C: Sensitivity tests on the change in directorships for independent directors who issued opinions

(1) First stage (2) Second stage

VARIABLES MDO_DIR CHGSEATS RET CHGSEATS GAINSEATS

ISSUE_PERSONNEL �0.831*** �0.022 �0.017 0.004
(�4.570) (�1.298) (�1.523) (0.451)

ISSUE_FINANCIAL 0.490*** �0.003 0.003 �0.009
(2.983) (�0.184) (0.271) (�0.982)

ISSUE_OPERATING �0.210 �0.030* �0.017 �0.006
(�1.100) (�1.651) (�1.334) (�0.550)

AGE �0.016** �0.005*** �0.004*** �0.003***

(�2.366) (�7.643) (�9.354) (�9.008)
FEMALE �0.239 �0.035* �0.021 �0.036***

(�1.113) (�1.673) (�1.599) (�2.866)
ABSENCE 1.381** 0.049 0.063 0.048

(2.424) (0.673) (1.325) (1.112)
MTENURE_INDIVIDUAL �0.181** �0.088*** �0.079*** �0.007*

(�2.141) (�11.725) (�17.305) (�1.760)
IFTERM2_INDIVIDUAL 0.355* �0.041* 0.021* �0.033***

(1.897) (�1.782) (1.695) (�2.598)
MPAY_INDIVIDUAL 0.145 0.047*** 0.034*** 0.033***

(1.056) (4.005) (4.203) (4.753)
DIRECTORSHIPS 0.233*** �0.141*** �0.015*** 0.026***

(2.792) (�10.965) (�3.746) (5.381)
FINEXPT 0.129 0.112*** 0.076*** 0.070***

(0.916) (6.211) (7.538) (6.475)
EXEEXPT 0.287* �0.108*** �0.066*** �0.063***

(1.788) (�6.906) (�6.583) (�7.598)
YEAR DUMMY Yes Yes Yes Yes
INDUSTRY DUMMY Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 15,667 15,667 15,667 15,667
Pseudo R2/Adj. R2 0.134 0.104 0.078 0.056

This table presents the results of the sensitivity tests on endogeneity. Panel A presents the sensitivity tests on the 3-day CARs around
opinion announcement from 2005 to 2010 for director-interlocked firms. The dependent variables for the first-stage logit regression are
MDO_LOCKEDFIRM and MDO_LOCKEDFIRM � CGINDEX and the dependent variable for the second-stage OLS regression is
CAR_LOCKEDFIRM. Panel B presents the sensitivity tests on the probability of retaining board seats in director-interlocked firms. The
dependent variables for the first-stage logit regressions are MDO_LOCKEDDIR and MDO_LOCKEDDIR � CGINDEX and the
dependent variable for the second-stage regression is RETAIN_LOCKEDFIRM. Panel C presents the sensitivity tests on the change in
directorships for independent directors who issued opinions. The dependent variable for the first-stage logit regression is MDO_DIR and
the dependent variables for the second-stage OLS regression are CHGSEATS, RET CHGSEATS and GAINSEATS.
Robust standard errors clustered at the firm level (Panels A and B) and at the director level (Panel C) are used to compute the t-statistics
(z-statistics) for the OLS (logit) regressions. The t-statistics (z-statistics) reported in parentheses are two tailed. ***, ** and * denote
significance at the 1%, 5% and 10% levels, respectively. All of the variables are defined in Appendix A.
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hold board seats. Masulis and Mobbs (2014) argue that firm size is a natural source of director reputation
incentives, given that larger firms afford a director greater visibility, prestige, compensation and likelihood
of obtaining additional directorships. Accordingly, directorships in firms of different sizes create differential
incentives to monitor senior management closely. We expect the reputation incentives of independent directors
to affect their propensity to say ‘‘no.” The second instrument in the firm-level analysis is MPROFESSOR, the
percentage of independent directors who are university faculty members. Francis et al. (2013) find that aca-
demic directors are effective monitors and play an important governance role through their advising and mon-
itoring functions. The third instrument we use in the firm-level analysis is SAMEPLACE, an indicator set to 1
if any independent director lives in the same city as the serving firm, as Alam et al. (2014) find that geographic
distance between directors and corporate headquarters is related to information acquisition and board deci-
sions. In the director-level analysis, the instruments are the natural logarithm of the total assets of the firms in
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which the independent director holds board seats (DIRINCENTIVE); the indicator, which is set to 1 if the
independent director is a faculty member (PROFESSOR); and SAMEPLACE. In the first stage, we add
the instrument to the logit model to estimate an independent director’s propensity to issue a modified opinion,
with all independent variables from the second stage serving as control variables. As there are three groups of
tests, including market reaction, retaining directorships and change in directorships, three sets of first-stage
regressions are presented in Table 9.

Next, we use the predicted probability from the first stage to replace the MDO indicators in the second-
stage regressions. As MDO*CGINDEX appears in the CAR regression and the tests on retaining director-
ships, MDO*CGINDEX is also estimated in the first stage and the predicted value is included in the
second-stage regressions. As we primarily focus on the reputation of or endogenous hypothesis for the inde-
pendent director, we focus only on the tests for interlocked firms.

Table 9 presents additional regressions with instrument variables. In the first-stage regressions in Panels A
to C of Table 9, the director incentive variable appears to be negatively correlated with the director’s propen-
sity to issue modified opinions, which is inconsistent with Masulis and Mobbs (2014). One possible explana-
tion is that independent directors with more board seats may tend to keep silent in board meetings, as they
have more to lose when standing up to corporate insiders. Panel A of Table 9 reports the results of the market
reaction to director opinions in interlocked firms. As expected, the instrumented MDO_LOCKEDFIRM vari-
able is significantly positively associated with CARs, and the instrumented MDO_LOCKEDFIRM*CGIN-
DEX variable is significantly negatively associated with CARs. Panels B and C of Table 9 show the tests
for the probability of retaining board seats and the change in directorships. Although the probability of retain-
ing board seats in director-interlocked firms is not significant, we find qualitatively similar results that the
instrumented MDO_DIR is negatively associated with the change in directorships in the 2 years subsequent
to issuing modified director opinions. The preceding sensitivity tests show that our main results in Sections
4 and 5 are robust.

6.3. Interlocking firms that also received modified independent director opinions

If some interlocking firms in our sample also received modified independent director opinions on a date
close to the event date, the results in Table 7 that pertain to retaining board seats in director-interlocked firms
may be biased to our findings.4 To address this concern, we conduct a sensitivity test by excluding the inter-
locking firms that also received modified independent director opinions within a 5-year event window (t � 2 to
t + 2) and rerun the regressions in Panels B and D of Table 7. In so doing, we delete 21 distinct interlocking
firms and lose 132 board-year observations. The results remain qualitatively the same.

7. Conclusions

We examine the stock and labor market effects associated with independent directors’ issuance of director
opinions in the Chinese market. We find that the market reacts negatively to modified director opinions, but
that director-interlocked firms exhibit positive stock returns around the opinion announcement dates. We fur-
ther find that independent directors are more likely to lose directorships after they issue modified opinions and
less likely to gain new board appointments after they say ‘‘no” in board meetings. Our findings suggest that
although the disclosure of independent board monitoring is informative after controlling for alternative expla-
nations in previous studies, the reputation of independent monitoring does not reward individual independent
directors by increasing their future directorships. Overall, we enrich the director reputation literature by exam-
ining the consequences of independent directors’ active monitoring of the stock market and labor market.
Although our results are based on a small sample of modified opinions of independent directors in China, they
may have important implications for the regulators of emerging markets, where independent directors play a
crucial role in protecting the interests of minority shareholders.
4 We thank the reviewer for bringing this point to our attention.
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Appendix A. Variable definitions

Dependent variables

Abnormal return analysis
CAR_EVNTFIRM
 Three-day (�1 to +1) cumulative abnormal returns (CARs) around the
announcement of the independent director’s opinion on the opinion-
receiving firm
CAR_LOCKEDFIRM
 Three-day (�1 to +1) CARs around the announcement of the independent
director’s opinion on the director-interlocked firm
Director turnover analysis
RETAIN_EVNTFIRM
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the independent director retains a board
seat within 2 years of the opinion-receiving firm following the issuance of
the independent director’s opinion, and 0 otherwise
RETAIN_LOCKEDFIRM
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the independent director retains a board
seat in the 2 years following the issuance of the independent director’s
opinion in his/her director-interlocked firm, and 0 otherwise
CHGSEATS
 Mean change in board seats in the 2 years following the issuance of the
director’s opinion
RET CHGSEATS
 Mean change in board seats in the 2 years following the issuance of the
director’s opinion, divided by the number of board seats in the year of
opinion issuance
GAINSEATS
 Number of board seats gained by the independent director in the 2 years
following the director opinion issuance. The variable equals 0 if no new
seats are gained
CHGTASEATS
 Natural logarithm of (the average of the total assets of all serving firms/the
average number of directorships in the 2 years following the issuance of the
director’s opinion) minus the natural logarithm of (the sum of the total
assets of all serving firms/the total number of directorships in the year of
director opinion issuance)
CHGMVSEATS
 Natural logarithm of (the average market value of all serving firms/the
average number of directorships in the 2 years following the issuance of the
director’s opinion) minus the natural logarithm of (the sum of the market
values of all serving firms/the total number of directorships in the year of
director opinion issuance)
CHGSALESEATS
 Natural logarithm of (the average of the total sales of all serving firms/the
average number of directorships in the 2 years following the issuance of the
director’s opinion) minus the natural logarithm of (the sum of the sales of
all serving firms/the total number of directorships in the year of director
opinion issuance)
CHGPAYSEATS
 Natural logarithm of (the average director pay of all serving firms/the
average number of directorships in the 2 years following the issuance of the
director’s opinion) minus the natural logarithm of (the sum of the director
pay of all serving firms/the total number of directorships in the year of
director opinion issuance)
Treatment variables

Abnormal return analysis
MDO_EVNTFIRM
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the firm receives a modified independent
director opinion, and 0 otherwise
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MDO_LOCKEDFIRM
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the firm is interlocked with an
independent director who issues a modified director opinion, and 0
otherwise
Director turnover analysis
MDO_DIR
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the independent director issues a
modified director opinion, and 0 otherwise
MDO_LOCKEDDIR
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the independent director issues a
modified director opinion to the director-interlocked firm, and 0 otherwise
Control variables

Event characteristics
ISSUE_PERSONNEL
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the independent director’s opinion is
issued toward a board resolution on personnel issues (e.g., appointing or
discharging top executives and managerial compensation), and 0 otherwise
ISSUE_FINANCIAL
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the independent director’s opinion is
issued toward a board resolution on financial reporting and auditing issues,
and 0 otherwise
ISSUE_OPERATING
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the director’s opinion is on operating
issues other than personnel, financial reporting and auditing issues, and 0
otherwise
Firm and board characteristics
FIRM SIZE
 Natural logarithm of total assets

M/B
 Market value of equity/book value of equity

ROA
 Net income/total assets

ST
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the firm is given special treatment status,

and 0 otherwise

MAO
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the firm receives a modified audit

opinion, and 0 otherwise

FIRM AGE
 Number of years the firm’s stock has traded on the Shanghai or Shenzhen

stock exchange

EARN NEWS
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the firm announces earnings in the same

window (-1 to + 1) as the independent director’s opinion, and 0 otherwise

EARN SURP
 Most recently announced earnings minus the earnings four quarters ago,

divided by the market value of equity

SAME INDUSTRY
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the director-interlocked firm is in the

same industry as the opinion-receiving firm, and 0 otherwise

BLOCK
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the percentage of ownership held by the

largest shareholder is more than the median, and 0 otherwise

CONTROL DISPERSION
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the ultimate controlling shareholder’s

control rights do not equal the shareholder’s ownership, and 0 otherwise

INSTIHLD
 Percentage of ownership in the firm held by institutional investors

LESSINSTIHLD
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the percentage of ownership held by

institutional investors is less than the median, and 0 otherwise

DUALITY
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the chairman of the board is also the

CEO, and 0 otherwise

CGINDEX
 Composite index calculated by summing up BLOCK, CONTROL

DISPERSION, LESSINSTIHLD and CEO DUALITY (ranging from
0 to 4)
CEO TURNOVER
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the CEO or chairman leaves the office in
the 2 years following the director opinion announcement, and 0 otherwise
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BOARD SIZE
 Natural logarithm of the number of board members

%INDBOARD
 Percentage of the board members who are independent directors
Director characteristics
FEMALE
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the independent director is female, and 0
otherwise
IFFEMALE
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if at least one independent director of a
company is female, and 0 otherwise
TENURE
 Years of service as an independent director on the firm’s board

MTENURE
 Mean years of service as an independent director for all independent

directors on the firm’s board

MTENURE_INDIVIDUAL
 Mean years of service as an independent director across all of his/her board

positions as an independent director

IFTERM2
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if at least one independent director has

served the firm for more than 3 years, and 0 otherwise

IFTERM2_INDIVIDUAL
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if an independent director has served for

more than 3 years in any of his/her serving firms, and 0 otherwise

AGE
 Age of the independent director

MAGE
 Mean age of all independent directors on the firm’s board

PAY
 Natural logarithm of annual director remuneration

MPAY
 Natural logarithm of mean annual director remuneration for all

independent directors on the firm’s board

MPAY_INDIVIDUAL
 Natural logarithm of mean annual director remuneration for an

independent director across all of his/her serving firm boards as an
independent director
ABSENCE
 Percentage of absences to total number of board meetings

DIRECTORSHIPS
 Number of board seats held by a person in all of his/her serving companies

as an independent director

MDIRECTORSHIPS
 Mean number of board seats held by all independent directors on the firm’s

board

COMPCOMM
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the opinion-issuing director is a member

of the firm’s compensation or nomination committee, and 0 otherwise

COMPCOMM_EVNTFIRM
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the interlocked independent director is a

member of the opinion-receiving firm’s compensation or nomination
committee, and 0 otherwise
IFCOMPCOMM
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if any opinion-issuing director sits on the
compensation committee of the board, and 0 otherwise
AUDCOMM
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the opinion-issuing director is a member
of the firm’s audit committee, and 0 otherwise
IFAUDCOMM
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if any opinion-issuing director sits on the
audit committee of the board, and 0 otherwise
AUDCOMM_EVNTFIRM
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the interlocked independent director is a
member of the opinion-receiving firm’s audit committee, and 0 otherwise
FINEXPT
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the opinion-issuing director has financial
expertise, and 0 otherwise
IFFINEXPT
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if any independent directors of the firm
have financial expertise, and 0 otherwise
EXEEXPT
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the opinion-issuing director has executive
expertise, and 0 otherwise
IFEXEEXPT
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if any independent directors of the firm
have executive expertise, and 0 otherwise
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Instrument variables

MDIRINCENTIVE
 Natural logarithm of the sum of the total assets of the firms in which the

independent directors hold board seats

DIRINCENTIVE
 Director incentive measured as the natural logarithm of the total assets of

all of his/her serving firms

MPROFESSOR
 Percentage of independent directors who are university faculty members

PROFESSOR
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if the independent director is a university

faculty member, and 0 otherwise

SAMEPLACE
 Indicator variable that equals 1 if any independent director lives in the

same city as the serving firm, and 0 otherwise
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